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Abstract 
Modifying Terahertz Waveguide 
Geometries: Bends, Tapers, and Grooves 
by 
Victoria Astley 
Terahertz waveguides are the focus of considerable research interest due to 
their potential for sensing, imaging and communications applications. Two of the 
most promising designs are the metal wire waveguide and the parallel-plate 
waveguide. 
The metal wire waveguide exhibits excellent low loss and low dispersion 
characteristics. However, the radiation is only weakly coupled to the wire and the 
beam extends a great distance from the waveguide, which can lead to high bending 
loss. In my research I show that this large beam extent also gives a high degree of 
flexibility in the geometry required to couple radiation into the waveguide or 
between waveguide sections. I also show that the traditional formalism of bending 
loss is incomplete, and that there is an optimum radius of curvature to reduce loss. 
The relationship between the beam extent and the radius of the wire 
presents the possibility of a tapered waveguide to confine the radiation as it 
propagates. I here present experimental data and simulations results to verify this 
subwavelength confinement at the tip of a tapered metal wire waveguide, which is 
of great interest for near-field imaging applications. 
The parallel-plate waveguide is another design frequently employed due to 
its low loss and low dispersion characteristics. Resonant structures may also be 
easily incorporated into the waveguide for sensing and filtering applications. One 
such structure is a single rectangular groove, which serves as a notch filter with a 
very narrow linewidth when the transverse-electric (TE) mode of the waveguide is 
excited, though its physical origin is poorly understood. In this work I present a 
detailed experimental and theoretical study of the rectangular resonant cavity in a 
TE-mode parallel-plate waveguide, particularly with respect to its potential as a 
microfluidic refractive index sensor. This study is extended to include the 
possibility of two grooves, in both coupled and non-coupled geometries, and their 
efficacy as multichannel or high-resolution single-channel microfluidic sensors. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. Introduction and Background 
"Terahertz radiation" is the term used to describe electromagnetic radiation 
with a frequency generally defined as between 0.1-10 THz, a range that overlaps 
somewhat with microwave or millimeter wave radiation. This range was for many 
years known as the "THz gap", a part of the spectrum between the microwave and 
infrared regimes for which there was no practical means of generation or detection. 
The frequency of THz waves is too high for many electronic techniques used in the 
microwave regime, such as horn antennas or coaxial waveguides, but the frequency 
is also too low for many optical techniques employed in the infrared, such as fiber 
optic waveguides and photonic detection mechanisms. This meant that novel 
techniques had to be developed to explore this frequency range, but it proved to be 
1 
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a worthwhile effort due to the huge potential and vast array of applications that 
make use of the unique properties ofTHz radiation. 
A surge of interest in terahertz in the 1980s led to the development of 
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, the technique used in this thesis. Time-
domain spectroscopy involves a direct measurement of the magnitude of the electric 
field over time, rather than a frequency-domain measurement which only gives the 
spectral content of the signal, or a photon-counting technique with even more 
limited information. The advantage of time-domain measurement is that it includes 
much more information: the polarity of the electric field and the amplitude and 
phase over a wide range of component frequencies. This allows traditional spectral 
measurements but also phase-dependent imaging, polarization manipulation, 
determination of the complex refractive index, etc. While frequency-domain 
measurement or intensity measurements using bolometers have their applications, 
the versatility of time-domain measurement is what makes it the dominant THz 
modality and the technique that provides the foundation for this work. 
As mentioned above, terahertz research includes a very wide range of 
applications, with more being developed every day [2]. Terahertz spectroscopy 
provides a valuable tool for characterizing materials, particularly since the 
rotational modes of a huge range of molecules have resonances in the THz range. It 
is used, for example, to investigate DNA and other biomolecules [3], explosives and 
chemicals of security interest [4], and semiconductors and other solid-state 
materials [5-7]. THz imaging has its own catalog of applications, many taking 
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advantage of the transparency of cloth, cardboard, paper and other packing 
materials in the THz and of the sensitivity of THz to the presence of water or water 
vapor [8]. Examples of imaging applications include characterizations of 
semiconductor behavior [9] and industrial studies of materials such as space shuttle 
foam [10], as well as more esoteric applications such as art restoration [11] and 
tree-ring analysis [12]. Besides spectroscopy and imaging, THz has attracted 
attention for studying electron transport in materials such as carbon nanotubes [13] 
and for potential communications technology [14], among other applications. 
One of the drawbacks of terahertz radiation that limits its potential in a real-
world environment is the lack of an efficient waveguide - i.e. a means to transmit 
the radiation over long distances without excessive loss of information or signal 
degradation and to transmit along pathways that are not unobstructed line-of-sight. 
The revolution in telecommunications that resulted from the development of fiber 
optic cables is excellent proof of the value of a good waveguide. 
Unfortunately, fiber optic cables do not effectively carry terahertz radiation, 
nor do many other optical waveguides, which are generally constructed of materials 
like glass and silica which are highly absorptive/opaque at terahertz frequencies. 
Techniques in microwave such as transmission lines [15] and hollow metal 
waveguides with rectangular or cylindrical cross-sections [16] are effective but 
dispersive, distorting the shape of the THz pulse and limiting the potential 
applications. Again, new techniques must be developed to bridge the terahertz gap. 
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Over the years, a wide variety of THz waveguides have been developed, each 
performing differently on the various criteria for waveguide performance. These 
criteria include the waveguide's characteristic attenuation, dispersion, bending loss, 
beam extent, supported bandwidth and coupling efficiency, among others. Many 
waveguides will perform well for some criteria and not others, such as the low-loss 
high-dispersion hollow waveguides mentioned above. Due to the wide range of THz 
applications, different waveguides are more suited to particular applications than 
others depending on which criteria are the most critical - for example, dispersion is 
not a concern for continuous-wave applications - but efforts continue to find an 
optimum general purpose waveguide and to improve and expand the performance 
of the available designs. 
Several waveguides proposed for terahertz frequencies are based on designs 
employed in the microwave regime such as the aforementioned hollow metallic 
tubes and transmission lines. Other proposals draw inspiration from the optical 
regime such as dielectric fibers [17], plastic photonic crystal fibers [18] and other 
photonic crystal waveguides [19-21]. The two waveguide designs that are 
considered in this thesis are the metal wire waveguide and the parallel-plate 
waveguide. These will be discussed in much greater detail in later Chapters but a 
brief overview is presented here. 
The metal wire waveguide [22] was developed by a previous PhD student in 
our research group, Kanglin Wang, after observing the unintended propagation of 
THz signals along a metal probe used in an apertureless near-field microscopy 
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system [2 3]. The metal wire waveguide compares well with the waveguides listed 
above in many ways, particularly its very low loss and dispersion [24], but it is 
characterized by a weak coupling and large beam extent, which can lead to high 
bending loss. The research presented in this thesis, however, posits that this large 
beam extent also gives a high degree of flexibility in the coupling geometry and that 
the traditional formalism of bending loss is incomplete. Experimental data and 
simulation results are also presented to verify the possibility of subwavelength 
confinement of energy at the tip of a tapered metal wire waveguide, which is of 
great interest for near-field imaging applications. This work can be found in 
Chapter 2. 
The second waveguide to be discussed is the TE-mode parallel-plate 
waveguide. The parallel-plate waveguide was a design inspired by microwave 
rectangular waveguides and represents another mathematically elegant and 
geometrically simple waveguide structure. Its low loss and low-dispersion are well-
established [25], while the primary disadvantage - diffractive loss from the 
unconfined sides - has been challenged by recent results [26, 27]. Like the metal 
wire, it is already incorporated in many applications such as spectroscopy [28], 
sensing [29], imaging [27, 30], and superfocusing [26]. Of particular interest is the 
possibility of incorporating resonant structures into the waveguide for sensing and 
filtering applications. A single rectangular groove incorporated into a TE-mode 
parallel-plate waveguide has been demonstrated as a notch filter with a very narrow 
linewidth, and it has been implemented as a highly sensitive microfluidic sensor [1]. 
However, the origins of this resonance and the sensing mechanism are not well 
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understood. In Chapter 3 a detailed overview is presented of the theory and 
potential of TE-mode parallel-plate waveguides, along with an experimental and 
theoretical study ofthe origins of the resonance from the rectangular groove and its 
sensitivity to the refractive index of a dielectric filling. Also presented are an 
experimental and theoretical study of the possibilities when two grooves are 
incorporated in the waveguide, in both coupled and non-coupled geometries, and a 
demonstration of the effectiveness of these designs as multichannel or high-
resolution single-channel microfluidic sensors. 
1.2. Methods 
With the importance of finding effective ways to guide and control terahertz 
radiation and the significance of the metal wire and parallel-plate waveguides 
established, we move on to a brief overview of the experimental and simulation 
techniques underlying the work presented in this thesis. 
All of the experimental results presented in this work were obtained using a 
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy system. The basic design of this apparatus is 
presented in Section 1.2.1 below. 
There are also several results from simulation presented in this thesis. The 
simulation software and methods are discussed in Section 1.2.2. 
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1.2.1. Terahertz Time-domain Spectroscopy 
Time-domain spectroscopy is based on ultrafast laser pulses, which in this 
case are focused onto photoconductive switches to generate and detect the 
terahertz radiation. By varying the time-delay between the pulses, the entire 
terahertz waveform can be measured. By using linear photoconductive antennas, 
we can generate linearly-polarized terahertz pulses and, at the receiver, directly 
measure the component of the electric field aligned with the antenna axis. A 
diagram of a THz-TDS system is shown below in Figure 1-1. 
Laser 
THz emitter 
Optical delay 
line 
Figure 1-1 Typical terahertz time-domain spectroscopy experimental setup. 
For coupling to a wire waveguide, linearly-polarized radiation is less 
effective than a radially-polarized input beam. So for experiments involving the wire 
waveguide, the linear antenna transmitter is replaced with a radially-symmetric 
antenna [31]. 
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We can also fiber-couple the antennas, using fiber optics to direct the laser 
pulses to the antennas without the use of free-space optics. This allows us to freely 
position the transmitter and receiver, as well as to translate the receiver for imaging 
applications. A diagram of the fiber-coupled system is shown in Figure 1-2 below. 
l aser 
THz 
emitter 
Dispersion 
Compensator 
I c[] THz receiver 
Figure 1-2 Diagram of the fiber-coupled THz-TDS system. 
I I 
L----- - --1 
The experiments in the following Chapters are based on these two 
experimental setups or variations of them. 
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1.2.2. FEM simulation 
The experiments in the following chapters are frequently supported by the 
results from finite element method (FEM) simulation. In finite element method 
simulation, the geometry to be simulated is divided up into smaller elements called 
the "mesh", and the relevant equations (in this case, Maxwell's equations) are 
evaluated for each of these smaller elements. 
The results presented in this thesis were obtained using a commercial FEM 
simulation package, COMSOL. All simulations are two-dimensional, or three-
dimensional with radial symmetry in the case of the wire waveguide simulations. 
The simulations are in the frequency domain, so all results presented are for one 
particular frequency only, in contrast to the time-domain experimental data. The 
size of the mesh elements must be at most A,f3 for reliable results, though it is 
possible to use smaller elements, even as small as A,fSO for the parallel-plate 
waveguide simulations. Because of the limitations of the computing power of our 
workstation, there is an upper limit to the number of elements that can be handled 
by the simulation, and so higher frequency simulations are increasingly difficult. 
More details on the finite element method simulation techniques used in this 
thesis can be found in reference [32]. 
Chapter 2 
Metal Wire Waveguides 
Some of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published 
in references [33] and [34]. 
2.1. Introduction to the Metal Wire Waveguide 
In the search for ever more versatile and efficient terahertz waveguides, the 
metal wire waveguide has drawn considerable attention due to its simplicity - a 
bare metal wire, easily obtained commercially - and its promising low-loss and low-
dispersion characteristics [22]. The concept of transporting terahertz radiation via 
waves on bare wires has been the focus of a great deal of research [24, 35-37], 
including applications in spectroscopy [38, 39], subwavelength focusing [ 40], and 
near-field imaging [41-43]. However, despite the amount of interest, there are 
several key aspects of the wire waveguide's performance that have not been 
sufficiently studied, in particular the bending and coupling losses and the capability 
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for subwavelength confinement due to tapering. In this chapter experimental and 
computational studies will be presented that will help to clarify the capabilities and 
limitations of wire waveguides for future applications. 
The concept behind the metal wire terahertz waveguide is the Sommerfeld 
wave, so called because in 1899 Sommerfeld gave the first mathematical description 
of propagation of a surface wave on a wire [ 44, 45]. Later, Gobau [ 45] and then King 
and Wiltse [46] continued the analysis, emphasizing the Sommerfeld wave's 
potential for practical application and calculating the transmission loss and radial 
extent of the field for a wide variety of waveguide radii at microwave and 
millimeter-wave frequencies. 
The Sommerfeld wave is radially-polarized with a small axial component, 
propagating as a TMo transverse-magnetic mode on an infinite cylindrical wire of 
finite conductivity as illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2-1 (a) Diagram of the wire waveguide and the coordinate system. (b) 
Illustration of the electric field of the TMo mode. 
The field components of this TMo mode are given below: 
Er = jA h z1 (yr)ei(wt-hz) 
y 
Ez = AZo(yr)ei(wt-hz) 
k2 . 
H =].A Z (yr)eJ(wt-hz) 
cp WJ.lY 1 
12 
[2-1] 
[2-2] 
[2-3] 
where h is the propagation constant of the guided wave, identical inside and 
outside the wire. The functions Zo and Zt are replaced by the Bessel functions Jo and 
h inside the wire and the Hankel functions of the first kind HoC1l and HtC1l outside 
the wire. The parameter y relates h and the free-space propagation constant k 
through the below relations, where the subscripts d and c refer to the value inside 
the dielectric (air) and the conductor (wire) respectively: 
[2-4] 
[2-5] 
and where k = (E/1)112 , using values for permittivity and permeability of the 
relevant materials. 
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At the surface of the conductor (r=a), Ez and H., are continuous, thus 
Equations [2-2] and [2-3] can be combined to one transcendental equation: 
kc 2 f1CYca) 
flcYcfo(Yca) 
[2-6] 
This equation has been solved in the past using a variety of approximations 
based on assumptions such as a frequency-independent conductivity or a radius 
that is large compared to skin depth but not too large compared to wavelength [ 45, 
46]. Due to astronomical increases in computing power over the last SO years, most 
of these approximations are unnecessary and the equation can be solved 
numerically with only the assumption of a large radius relative to skin depth, 
lrcal » 1, which is reasonable at terahertz frequencies [47]. 
By solving Equation [2-6], we can obtain the propagation constant h (and 
correspondingly the parameter y) and from it the group velocity dispersion and the 
attenuation of the Sommerfeld wave. Since y << k, the loss in cm-1 can be calculated 
from the imaginary part of the propagation constant h, given by the equation below 
where 8 is the phase constant [ 46]: 
a= lm(h) lral 2 • 2ka2 stn2£J 
[2-7] 
We can solve Equation [2-6] for wire waveguides with a wide range of 
diameters and a wide range of materials, as long as I real » 1 remains true, and so 
we can develop a picture of how the attenuation is dependent on radius, material 
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and frequency. For example, Figure 2-2 below plots the attenuation versus 
frequency for aluminum wire waveguides with radii from 150 J.lm to 1.5 mm. 
0.003 
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~ 
I 
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..._, 
~ 
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0.000 ................. ..._ ...... ___._...____.._....___.__....___.__...__, 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Frequency (THz) 
Figure 2-2 Plot of the attenuation a in cm-1 versus frequency for aluminimum wire 
waveguides with radius (listed top to bottom) 150 J.lm (black), 260 J.lm (blue), 875 J.lm 
(orange), and 1.5 mm (magenta). 
Two trends are immediately clear from the above plot: (1) attenuation 
increases with increasing frequency, and (2) thicker wires exhibit less attenuation 
than thinner wires. This reflects the fact that at smaller diameters, more power is 
transmitted inside the skin depth of the metal [3 7, 4 7]. 
The attenuation is also dependent on the properties of the metal, particularly 
the permittivity. While not ideal at terahertz frequencies, the Drude model can be 
used to model the frequency-dependent permittivity of a metal, based on its plasma 
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frequency and electron collision rate (obtained from Ref. [ 48]). Figure 2-3 below 
plots the attenuation versus frequency for aluminum, copper, gold, tin, and iron 
waveguides with a radius of875 J.lm. 
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Figure 2-3 Plot of the attenuation a in cm-1 versus frequency for waveguides with a 
radius of 875 J.lm composed of (top to bottom) tin (black), iron (red), aluminum 
(orange), gold (blue), and copper (magenta). 
From this plot there appears to be a general relationship between 
attenuation and conductivity, with higher attenuation for materials with lower 
conductivity. 
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From the solution to Equation [2-6] we can also measure the power 
transmitted outside a given radius p around the wire, Np. 
[2-8] 
The percentage of the power flow outside the area p around the wire is given 
by the ratio of NpjN, where N is the total power flow around the wire (p =a). 
Re [ 2rr Jpoo rErH<P * dr] 
Re[2n faoo rErHcp *dr] 
= Re [y* pH~1) (yp )H~1) (yp )* - ypH~1) (yp )* H~1) (yp )*] 
y*aH;1)(ya)H~1)(ya)*- yaH;1)(ya)*H~1)(ya)* 
[2-9] 
This equation can be used to calculate the beam extent, the radius within 
which 75% or 90% of the energy flow is contained. The beam extent is dependent 
on the frequency as well as the radius of the wire, and at terahertz frequencies and 
typical radii the beam extent is quite large --for example, from King and Wiltse's 
calculations, at a frequency of 100 GHz a wire with a diameter of 2 mm carries 75% 
of its transmitted power within a radius of 2.5 em. Larger wires have a larger beam 
extent (for comparison, a 2 em diameter wire carries 75% of its power within a 10-
em radius), and higher frequencies have a smaller beam extent [46]. At low 
frequencies, the field may extend tens of centimeters away from the waveguide. 
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This large beam extent has several consequences for potential applications of 
the metal wire waveguide at millimeter-wave and terahertz frequencies. Large 
beam extent is indicative of a weak plasmon-based coupling mechanism, and weak 
coupling limits the effectiveness of a waveguide - for example, weakly-coupled 
waves have much higher bending losses than strongly coupled waves. As a result, 
the conventional wisdom of wire waveguides states that bends should be avoided 
where possible, or if a bend cannot be avoided it should be made as slow and 
gradual as possible in order to minimize loss, which is a distinct disadvantage in 
real-world waveguide applications [24, 35, 45, 49]. 
A large beam extent also makes the waveguide more sensitive to its 
surroundings, requiring a much larger unobstructed beam path and requiring more 
carefully-designed support structures to hold and direct the waveguide. A fiber 
optic cable, with its beam confined to within the core, can be strung in pipes, along 
walls, or underground, and it can placed side by side with other cables without 
interference, while all of these scenarios are problematic for the large beam of the 
wire waveguide. 
This is not solely a disadvantage, however. The large beam extent can be a 
tremendous advantage for coupling, because coupling can be efficient with less 
rigorous alignment and with a wider range of geometries. The high bending loss 
may be overcome through the use of dielectric coatings to more tightly bind the 
wave [ 45] or the use of a mirror [ 49] to avoid a bend entirely. The conventional 
wisdom in favor of slow gradual bends also overlooks the increased ohmic losses of 
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long curves. Section 2.2 explores the bending and coupling loss of a wire waveguide 
in detail. 
Also, the relationship between beam extent and wire diameter has excellent 
potential for imaging applications, in particular for tapered waveguides. A 
waveguide may have a larger initial diameter to optimize coupling, but if it is 
tapered to a point the beam extent will decrease along with the waveguide diameter, 
creating the possibility for excellent subwavelength confinement [ 40, SO]. This 
possibility is discussed through simulation and experiment in Section 2.3. 
2.2. Bending and Coupling Losses 
The characterization of the bending and coupling losses of the wire 
waveguide is primarily an experimental study. The waveguide is considered in situ, 
in its experimental framework, to obtain a reliable estimation of its loss behavior for 
real-world applications. 
The experimental study was conducted using the THz time-domain 
spectroscopy setup described in Section 1.2.1, in which a free-space ultrafast laser 
pulse is focused onto a radial photoconductive antenna, with the resulting radiation 
detected using a fiber-coupled photoconductive receiver that is part of the 
commercial T-Ray system. In the experiments, a 12-cm-long section of 1.75 mm 
diameter stainless steel wire is placed against the antenna and aligned to obtain 
maximum coupling (see Figure 2-4 below). This waveguide remains in place during 
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subsequent experiments to ensure consistent coupling from the antenna, while 
additional straight and curved waveguide sections are incorporated in varying 
geometries for the characterization of the coupling between waveguides. 
Radially-
Polarized 
Antenna 
\ 
Laser 
Stationary 
Waveguide 
Section 
Variable 
Sections 
Figure 2-4 Diagram of the basic setup for the following experiments. A stationary 
waveguide section is placed for maximum coupling to a radially-polarized antenna. 
Additional sections are end-coupled to this stationary waveguide section to conduct 
experiments with gaps, angles, curves, etc. 
First, the propagation on the original 12 em waveguide section is 
characterized, to ensure that the coupled radiation is a single-mode Sommerfeld 
wave. This is done by measuring the time-domain waveform with the receiver 
displaced a few centimeters laterally to both the left and right of the end of the 
waveguide (see the diagram of receiver positions in Figure 2-6). For a radially 
polarized Sommerfeld wave, the electric field direction in a linear sense is reversed 
on opposing sides of the waveguide (Figure 2-5 (a)). As a result, there should be a 
polarity flip in the electric field measured on opposite sides of the waveguide. If the 
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wave did not couple, we would be detecting the free space propagation which would 
exhibit no polarity flip. In Figure 2-5 (b) below, there is a clear polarity flip visible 
in the waveforms, which are otherwise nearly identical as expected for 
measurements at the same radial displacement. There is a slight asymmetry in the 
waveform shape, which is most likely due to a small asymmetry in the receiver 
positions (one position may have been slightly closer or further from the waveguide 
than the other in either the radial or axial direction). 
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Figure 2-5 (a) Diagram of the radially-polarized electric field on the waveguide, 
illustrating the polarity flip when the field is measured on opposite sides of the 
waveguide. (b )Time-domain waveforms measured at the end of the single 12 em 
waveguide, with the receiver displaced a few centimeters to the right (red curve) and 
left (blue curve) of the waveguide. There is a clear polarity flip, indicating a radially-
polarized mode is propagating on the waveguide. 
These results support the Sommerfeld wave nature of the mode propagating 
on the single wire waveguide. With the wave propagation established, we move on 
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to exploring the efficiency with which radiation can couple from the end of one wire, 
across an air gap, onto the end of a second parallel wire situated on axis with the 
first. We start with the 12-cm long stainless steel wire aligned to couple radiation 
from the radial antenna as before. The second 12-cm wire is translated along a line 
parallel to the axis of both wires, so a gap of varying width can be created between 
the two wires (Figure 2-6 below). This permits us to explore the frequency-
dependent diffraction that occurs in the air gap [51] and is similar to earlier work on 
surface plasmon coupling across a gap between two flat metal surfaces [52]. 
Radially- 12 em 
Polarized / Waveguide Right Rx Antenna Sections Position 
~ ... Left Rx 
Laser Variable Gap Position 
Figure 2-6 Diagram of the experimental setup. As the gap between waveguide 
sections is increased, the receiver is moved back a corresponding distance and 
measurements are taken at the left and right receiver positions indicated in the 
schematic. 
The receiver is translated along with the second wire and the time-domain 
THz waveform is measured at the end of this wire with the receiver in two locations 
on opposite sides of the wire - this allows us to check the symmetry of the mode on 
the waveguide. A decline in mode symmetry would indicate a breakdown of 
effective coupling. Figure 2-7 below shows the peak-to-peak amplitude of the time-
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domain waveforms as a function of the gap distance. Signals from both sides of the 
waveguide are plotted on the same scale, ignoring the polarity flip, in order to 
demonstrate the mode symmetry. From this figure, it is evident that the coupling 
across the gap decreases with increasing gap size . 
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Figure 2-7 Peak-to-peak terahertz field amplitude for increasing gap between the two 
waveguide sections. Filled black squares and open red circles represent 
measurements on opposite sides of the waveguide to illustrate the symmetry of the 
mode. The red line is an exponential fit of the amplitude measured on the left side of 
the waveguide. 
Previous simulation and experimental work has shown that the diffraction at 
the end of a wire waveguide is strongly frequency dependent [51]. This implies that 
the coupling across a gap would also be frequency-dependent. To investigate this, 
the t ime-domain waveforms were Fourier transformed into the frequency domain. 
To improve the quality of the amplitude spectra, the waveforms were windowed 
and corrected for DC-offset before the Fourier transform was applied. Figure 2-8 
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below shows the amplitude spectra for gaps of 0 em and 12 em. This illustrates that , 
even for large gaps on the order of the waveguide length, the spectral bandwidth is 
almost unaffected despite the overall decrease in signal strength. 
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Figure 2-8 Amplitude spectra for 0 em (black curve) and 12 em (red curve) gap sizes. 
This illustrates that the signal decreases when a gap is inserted, but the bandwidth is 
essentially unchanged. 
We can further examine the frequency dependence of the coupling by 
considering the dependence of the signal strength on gap size for a few selected 
spectral components (Figure 2-9). This plot shows that the initial decrease of signal 
with increasing gap size is independent of frequency, but at larger gaps a clear 
dependence emerges as higher frequencies re-couple more efficiently onto the 
second wire. This is consistent with the fact that higher frequencies diffract less 
strongly than lower frequencies [51]. 
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Figure 2-9 Relative dependence of signal strength on gap size, for a few selected 
spectral components. Higher frequencies diffract less strongly at the end of the first 
wire, and therefore couple across the gap more efficiently. All components are 
normalized based on their value at the 0 em gap. 
For gaps of this size, it is possible to insert a Teflon lens into the gap to 
improve the coupling between the two waveguide sections. Figure 2-10 below 
illustrates the effect on the THz time-domain waveforms when a lens with a focal 
length of 6 em is inserted into the 12 em gap, clearly demonstrating the increase in 
coupling efficiency (from 17% to 79°/o of peak-to-peak amplitude). The flip in 
polarity between Figure 2-10 (a) and (c) due to the insertion of the lens is a result of 
the 180° Gouy phase shift that occurs when a Gaussian beam is focused [53]. 
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Figure 2-10 Time domain terahertz waveforms (a) with no gap between waveguide 
sections, (b) with a 12 em gap between sections, and (c) with a lens of focal length 6 
em placed in the gap. Signal amplitude with the hms is 79% of the initial amplitude 
with no gap between sections. 
In addition to the coupling between two wires with aligned axes, we also 
investigated coupling between wires whose axes are not aligned, and determined 
the dependence of wire-to-wire coupling on the angle between the axes. We 
maintain an end-to-end coupling distance of zero, but vary the angle of the second 
wire axis relative to the axis of the first. The location of the receiver remains fixed 
relative to the second wire as it is rotated. As seen in Figure 2-11 below, significant 
signal remains even at angles as great as 30°, while angular offsets less than 10° 
retain the majority of the signal strength. These results imply that a small error in 
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the angular axial alignment between the waveguide sections can be tolerated in 
real-world coupling applications. 
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Figure 2-11 Time-domain terahertz waveforms for a series of waveguide 
configurations at increasing angular offset, as illustrated in the schematics to the 
right. Significant signal remains until approximately 30° of angular displacement. 
As noted previously in Section 2.1, a disadvantage of the wire waveguide is 
that the Sommerfeld wave is only weakly guided, leading to high bending losses 
when the wave is curved [24, 35, 45]. It has been suggested in previous work that 
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these bending losses can be avoided by the use of a mirror with these angled 
configurations of straight sections [49]. As observed above, a high angular offset 
between the two waveguide sections results in a greatly decreased signal. At an 
offset of 90°, with the two waveguide sections aligned perpendicular to one another, 
there is essentially zero detected signal (Figure 2-12 (b)). With a polished 
aluminum mirror of 5 em diameter placed at the junction of the two waveguides, at 
a 45° angle to both wires (see schematic in Figure 2-12 (c)), the signal amplitude 
drops to only 75% of the amplitude for the oo offset waveguides. 
The mirror has the effect of diverting (reflecting) the radiation at the output 
of the first waveguide onto the input of the second to allow the two sections to 
essentially act as a continuous wire. This reflection is the cause of the polarity flip 
observed in the waveforms above. The small decrease in signal amplitude is most 
likely due to the size of the mirror, which was smaller than the predicted beam 
extent. The transmission could be further improved by using a larger mirror, or by 
angling or faceting the waveguide faces to lie flush with the mirror surface. 
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Figure 2-12 Time-domain terahertz waveforms for (a) a straight waveguide, (b) two 
waveguide sections in a perpendicular arrangement, and (c) perpendicular 
waveguides with the addition of a turning mirror. The gray circle in the schematic 
indicates the receiver position. The amplitude of the signal in (c) is 75% of the 
amplitude in (a). 
To compare the high transmission from this mirror geometry to that of a 
curved wire, we apply the theory of radiative bend loss to a circular wire arc with an 
angle of 90° and a radius of curvature R. An abrupt right-angle turn such as the one 
considered above (Figure 2-12 (b), without the corner mirror), may be taken as the 
limiting case of this situation with a radius of curvature R=O. The total amplitude 
attenuation ar of a wave at frequency /travelling along a curved waveguide includes 
contributions from both the radiative bend loss, which increases exponentially with 
decreasing radius R (see Equation [2-10]) [24, 54], and the intrinsic attenuation a of 
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the Sommerfeld wave as discussed in Section 2.1, which is constant (independent of 
R) for a given arc length z. 
[2-10] 
[2-11] 
For a curved waveguide with an arc of angle 8, radius R, and total length 
z=R8, the amplitude transmission is given by the below equation: 
[2-12] 
For reasonable values of the parameters c1, cz, and a, this is a monotonically 
decreasing function with increasing radius R (see Figure 2-13). The decreasing 
bend loss is counteracted by the increasing propagation loss with the larger 
propagation distances required to turn 90° at larger values of R. 
However, this result is obviously nonphysical for very small values of R, for 
which the transmission should diminish rapidly (as shown by Figure 2-12 (b)). This 
difficulty arises from the assumption of an exponential bend loss, which is only valid 
for R > ~. where ~ is the transverse spatial extent of the propagating mode [54]. 
The value of ~ depends on the frequency and waveguide diameter, among other 
parameters, and in our experiments ~ is on the order of a few centimeters. 
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Figure 2-13 An example illustration of the transmission predicted by Equation 
[2-12]. This shows monotonic behavior as a function of R, which is inconsistent with 
the fact that the transmission must vanish as R -o. Values for Ct, cz, and a are 
obtained from experiment as described below. 
The exponential loss formula is based on the assumption that spatial overlap 
between propagating modes on the straight waveguide section and along the curve 
is significant. For smaller values of R in which the turn is very sharp relative to the 
spatial extent of the mode ~. there is likely to be little spatial overlap between the 
propagating modes of the straight and curved sections and therefore a reduced 
coupling around the curve, implying a departure from this exponential form. Indeed, 
since the transmission must vanish for both R- 0 and R- co, it is clear that there is 
a point of maximum transmission: an optimum value for R at which the total loss for 
traversing a 90° bend is minimized. 
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In order to include this effect in our transmission equation, we modify 
Equation [2-12] to include the spatial scale ~which must be relevant at small R. 
[2-13] 
This additional factor forces the transmission to zero for R = 0, and thus 
guarantees a physically reasonable result (Figure 2-14 ). 
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Figure 2-14 An example illustration of the transmission with (red) and without 
(black) the added spatial factor. When the spatial factor is added, the transmission 
vanishes as R -o. The value for A is based on the fit to experimental results as 
described below. 
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To confirm this result experimentally, we fabricated several curved 
waveguides of varying radii, each with a 90° turn angle 1. By inserting these curved 
waveguides between two straight waveguide sections and maintaining a constant 
receiver position relative to the end of the second straight section, we can determine 
the transmission for various radii of curvature for a fixed turn angle of 90° (see 
schematic in Figure 2-15 below). 
For each curved waveguide section, we calculated the transmission by 
comparing the peak amplitude of the measured time-domain waveform of the entire 
waveguide (two straight sections bracketing one curved section) to that of the peak 
amplitude from the straight waveguide sections alone. 
1 Notes for experimental implementation: we created these curves by bending straight 
stainless steel wire sections against a variety of cylindrical objects. It is important to keep the wire 
level during bending to ensure the bend is only in two dimensions. The curved waveguide is then 
compared to a right-angle marker such as aT-square and cut to generate a 90° arc. The ends of the 
waveguide are then carefully filed to ensure they are perpendicular to the waveguide axis, which is 
necessary for good and consistent coupling with the straight waveguide sections. It is very easy to 
have a slightly offset end facet in some waveguides, leading to inconsistent coupling that greatly 
affects the measured transmission. If the two straight sections are placed at 90° angle with respect to 
each other, the curved waveguide can be trimmed and filed off to fit in between, to obtain a 90° arc 
with appropriately angled end facets. 
Figure 2-15 Schematic of the setup for the curved waveguide transmission 
experiment. The initial straight waveguide section is stationary. An additional 
waveguide section is stationary relative to the receiver; both the receiver and 
straight waveguide are freely translated (blue squares represent the movable 
apparatus). Between the two straight sections, a series of curved waveguides of 
varying radii (R1, Rz, R3 shown) are inserted to give a 90° turn angle. 
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In Figure 2-16 below we plot the measured transmission versus the radius of 
curvature of the curved waveguide section. We observe a clear peak in the 
transmission at a radius of curvature of approximately 3 em, on the same order as 
the spatial extent~- For smaller radii, the transmission decreases rapidly due to the 
bending loss, whereas for larger radii the transmission is increasingly dominated by 
the intrinsic propagation loss. The maximum amplitude transmission is 
approximately 20o/o, significantly smaller than the value obtained with a corner 
mirror, but potentially large enough for many applications in which a mirror is not 
practical, such as an endoscope [22]. 
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Figure 2-16 Amplitude transmission after propagation along a curved waveguide 
section of radius Rand turn angle of90°. Error bars are based on the difference 
between multiple data sets. The decrease at small radii results from bending loss, 
whereas the behavior at large radii is dictated by intrinsic propagation loss. The solid 
curve is a fit to the data using Equation [2-13] which includes the mode size 
parameter ll.. The parameters derived from this fit are Ct = .264, cz = .145, a =.028, 
and ll.= 4.34. These are the same parameters used to generate Figure 2-13 and Figure 
2-14. 
The solid line in the above figure is a fit using Equation [2-13], giving a !l 
value of approximately 4 em and an intrinsic propagation loss a of .03 cm-1. Since 
the data are extracted from time-domain waveforms, these values are spectrally 
weighted averages. This loss is large compared to the prediction for an iron wire 
obtained previously in Section 2.1, Figure 2-3, which ranged from 0 to .003 cm-1 
over the bandwidth of this system. However, it is consistent with some previous 
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experimental measurements [24]. In our case, it is possible that the increased loss 
may come from interactions of the large beam with the apparatus used to support 
the waveguides or from the addition of extra Teflon pieces to hold the curved 
waveguide sections, which would lead to an artificially high measurement of the 
intrinsic attenuation a. 
These results have many implications for any eventual applications of the 
wire waveguide, particularly for its bending and coupling losses in a variety of 
geometric configurations. Through these results, we clarify the dependence of the 
bending loss on the radius of curvature, emphasizing the significant role of the 
spatial extent of the mode, invalidating the conventional formalism for small radii, 
and correcting a longstanding misconception about the desirability of slow gradual 
bends. We also establish the flexibility of this waveguide with respect to coupling 
and alignment errors and present a mirrored geometry as a high-transmission 
alternative to a curved waveguide. 
2.3. Tapered Wire Waveguide 
One of the potential applications for the wire waveguide is in superfocusing 
of radiation for near-field imaging applications. Superfocusing - light focused to 
spot sizes significantly lower than the traditional diffraction limit - with the use of 
waveguides is a lively area of research interest, because it is a technique for 
confining electromagnetic radiation that does not necessarily suffer from the high 
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loss and dispersion of aperture-based techniques or the low image contrast of 
apertureless techniques. 
A variety of surface-plasmon waveguides have been used for superfocusing 
applications, such as a coaxial conical horn microwave antenna [55], metal 
nanoparticle chains [56], metal or metal-coated wedges [57], metal nanowires [58], 
waveguides with gap plasmons [59], metal-coated optical fiber tips [60], and 
tapered metal stripes [61]. For wire waveguides, both corrugations [62] and 
dielectric coatings [ 45] have been proposed to achieve confinement. Of particular 
relevance to this thesis are tapered metallic wires [50, 63, 64], in which a metal wire 
guides a surface plasmon to a tapered conical tip. The size of the propagating wave 
tapers along with the waveguide diameter, resulting in subwavelength confinement 
of electromagnetic energy at the tip. 
This geometry has been investigated primarily in the visible wavelength 
regime, which requires nanoscale wires. Simulations at the nanoscale predict an 
intensity increase of three orders of magnitude at the end of the tip [SO] though the 
enhancement is dependent on factors such as the wavelength, the taper angle, the 
waveguide material, and the tip radius [65]. 
In the terahertz region of the spectrum, tapered wire waveguides have been 
investigated through analytic theory [40] and numerical simulation [32, 62, 66], 
which both predict subwavelength confinement at the tip of the taper. We 
performed additional finite element method simulations to explore the confinement 
effects. A plot of the electric field propagating on an untapered wire is shown below. 
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The radial field, Er, shows the Sommerfeld wave pattern during the propagation on 
the wire, along with the diffraction at the end (Figure 2-17). Previous simulations 
[51] and experiments (see Section 2.2) established the frequency dependence of this 
diffraction behavior. The longitudinal field, Ez, is very small during normal 
propagation, since Sommerfeld waves have only a small longitudinal component, 
but at the end of the waveguide Ez is greatly enhanced as a result of the diffraction of 
the propagating wave (Figure 2-18). This Ez component exhibits three-dimensional 
confinement, strongly concentrated at the end of the wire. 
Figure 2-17 FEM simulation plot of the electric field Ex for a cross-section of a 
cylindrical waveguide with a diameter of 1.56mm. The propagating wave has a 
frequency of 100 GHz. The change in polarity on each side of the waveguide indicates 
the radial polarization. Diffraction is clearly visible at the end of the waveguide as 
the radiation couples into free space. 
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Figure 2-18 FEM simulation plot of the longitudinal electric field Ez for a cross-section 
of a waveguide with a diameter of 1.56 mm. The propagating wave has a frequency of 
100 GHz. The longitudinal component is nearly zero during Sommerfeld mode 
propagation, but is enhanced and confined in three dimensions at the end of the 
waveguide. 
These same properties can be observed for a tapered wire. The radial field 
shows the same Sommerfeld propagation pattern (Figure 2-19). As the wire tapers 
to a point, the field extent decreases along with it, resulting in confinement of the 
field at the tip before it diffracts out into free space (Figure 2-20). 
Figure 2-19 FEM simulation plot of the electric field Ex for a cross-section of a tapered 
waveguide. As the waveguide diameter tapers, the field tapers as well, resulting in a 
greatly enhanced field near the end of the taper. The scale on the figure has been 
saturated so that the wave is visible during propagation. 
Figure 2-20 Expanded view of the electric field Ex at the end of the taper in Figure 
2-19. The high degree of enhancement and confinement is clearly visible. 
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The longitudinal field component for a tapered wire is even more interesting, 
with a very strong three-dimensional confinement to the end of the waveguide. 
Figure 2-21 FEM simulation plot of the longitudinal Ez field at the end of the taper. 
The high degree of enhancement and three-dimensional confinement are clearly 
visible. 
Experimental confirmation of this confinement has been limited, due to the 
difficulty of observing the confinement directly. Existing techniques for measuring 
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the output of a waveguide do not have sufficient resolution, while most near-field 
techniques are not applicable to this kind of free-space measurement. Initial results 
have been obtained based on a variety of indirect techniques such as the use of a 
taper to couple terahertz radiation from the antenna to the waveguide [66] or the 
use of a metal tip to concentrate and distort free-space terahertz radiation [67]. 
These results support the predictions of field enhancement in the region of the tip, 
but provide no direct measurement of the confinement itself. Based on these 
previous experiments, tapered wires have begun to be implemented for terahertz 
near-field imaging and spectroscopy, with promising results [41, 43, 68]. 
However, despite these applications, there has been no direct experimental 
study of the efficacy of confining a guided terahertz surface (Sommerfeld) wave 
using a tapered wire. Without such direct observation, the implementation of 
tapered waveguides as near-field probes or to generate high-intensity localized 
terahertz plasmons is shaped by the assumed accuracy of simulations that have not 
been compared to experimental data. In this work, we use a technique I developed 
in my previous work (see Ref. [69] and [70]) called scattering-probe imaging, which 
is uniquely capable of directly measuring the extent of the electric field at the tip of 
the tapered waveguide and providing a quantitative experimental result to compare 
to the predictions of simulation and theory. 
Scattering-probe imaging is described in detail in my master's thesis (Ref. 
[70]), but the concept can be described briefly here. We use a sharp metal probe tip, 
similar to those used in apertureless near-field microscopy (ANSOM) [68, 71], to 
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sample the electric field in the immediate vicinity of the tip. The tip of the probe 
acts as an antenna, and it is excited by the component of the incident electric field 
polarized parallel to the probe axis. The antenna then re-radiates this signal which 
is detected in the far-field, with a resolution limited by the tip size. This technique is 
similar to other apertureless near-field microscopy techniques in that it does not 
suffer from the cutoff effects and limited resolution of aperture probes [72], with the 
added advantage that it does not require a substrate to form the image charges, as is 
necessary in traditional probe-based ANSOM [72, 73]. 
The experimental setup for the measurement of electric field confinement is 
based on that for the waveguide coupling experiments in Section 2.2 above and uses 
the photoconductive fiber-coupled THz TDS system described in the Methods 
Section 1.2.1. A stainless steel cylindrical wire is coupled to the radially-polarized 
photoconductive antenna. This waveguide may have a tapered (Figure 2-22 (b)) or 
untapered (Figure 2-22 (a)) end facet. A tungsten scattering probe with a tip 
diameter of 20 1-lm is placed with its tip at the end of the waveguide and its axis 
aligned along the direction of propagation (the z axis). In this configuration, the 
scattering probe is sensitive to the Ez component of the electric field, so the full 3D 
confinement of the axial field can be measured. 
(a) 
(b) 
\ translation stage 
\ 
\ 
\ 
scattering probe 
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Figure 2-22 Diagram of experimental setup with both untapered (a) and tapered (b) 
waveguide geometries. The receiver in this diagram is actually 90° out of plane. The 
receiver and scattering probe are mounted on the same translation stage, while the 
scattering probe is also mounted on a piezoelectric transducer to modulate its 
distance from the waveguide. 
Terahertz radiation propagates along the waveguide, then couples into free 
space and scatters off the probe tip. The scattered radiation is detected in the far 
field using a fiber-coupled receiver. This receiver is positioned 90 degrees out of 
plane relative to the figure to reduce any asymmetry effects due to receiver 
positioning. Both the probe and the receiver are placed on a two-axis translation 
stage, in order to map the Ez field in the two-dimensional region just beyond the end 
of the waveguide. The probe is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer which shakes 
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it in the z direction with an amplitude of 10 J.!m and a frequency of 160 Hz. This 
modulation, which serves as a reference for lock-in detection, greatly increases the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the obtained data, removes background signals and ensures 
that the detected signal originates only from scattering at the probe tip [69, 70]. 
Using this procedure, we map the field at the end of several different 
waveguides with varying geometries. The initial tests of this procedure used a 1.56 
mm diameter steel wire waveguide 25 em long as the "untapered" control 
waveguide. An additional tapered section, starting with a matching diameter of 1.56 
mm and tapering adiabatically to a tip with diameter 170 J..tm, is added to measure 
the confinement. Using the translation stage to move the scattering probe and 
receiver in a slice along the transverse x-direction, we obtain a plot of the peak-to-
peak amplitude of the detected THz signal at various positions relative to the 
displacement from the waveguide axis for both the tapered and untapered 
waveguides (Figure 2-23). 
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Figure 2-23 Peak to peak amplitude ofTHz signals for the tapered (red circles) and 
untapered (black squares) waveguides. The full widths at half max are noted with the 
dashed lines. 
This figure clearly demonstrates both the field confinement (evident in the 
smaller FWHM) and the field enhancement (evident in the significantly higher peak 
amplitude) of the tapered tip compared to the untapered case. 
We compared these preliminary experimental results to those obtained from 
finite element method simulation (as described in Section 1.2.2). Since FEM 
simulation is single-frequency, a Fourier transform was performed on the 
experimental waveforms at each point to extract the relevant frequency 
components for comparison to the simulations. The amplitude and phase were used 
to reconstruct the electric field st rength at each point. The best (i.e. lowest noise, 
clearest pattern) frequency values were chosen for comparison to simulation: 100 
GHz in the untapered case and 150 GHz for the tapered (Figure 2-24, red and blue 
squares). 
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For the comparison, a radially-polarized wave was simulated on a cylindrical 
metal waveguide ending with either a tapered or untapered tip. The untapered 
waveguide diameter was 1.56 mm to match the experiment, while the tapered tip 
diameter was 250 11m, slightly larger than the experimental diameter (at this scale 
the difference is assumed to be small.) A 1-D slice of the axial component of the 
electric field was extracted along a line perpendicular to the waveguide axis at a 
distance of 200 11m from the plane at the end of the waveguide. (Figure 2-24, black 
curves). These frequency-domain resulfs demonstrate both an intense primary 
peak, with significantly greater confinement for the tapered waveguide, and a series 
of oscillations due to the phase change as the wave propagates which are also 
replicated in the experimental data. The plots below are all normalized fo r 
comparison. 
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Figure 2-24 (left) Axial component Ez of the electric field at 200 11m from an 
untapered tip at 100 GHz. (right) Axial component of the electric field at 200 11m 
from a tapered tip at 150 GHz. In both plots, solid black curves are the FEM 
simulation and colored squares are the experimental data. 
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In both tapered and untapered cases, there is excellent agreement with 
simulation. The FWHM for the tapered case is 0.5 mm in simulation compared to 
0.9 mm in experiment, while in the untapered case the FWHM is 1.6 mm for both 
experiment and simulation. The experimental FWHM of 0.9mm for the tapered wire 
is approximately A../2 for a 150 GHz wave. Therefore we have achieved a 
confirmation of the subwavelength confinement of the field at the end ofthe tapered 
wire waveguide, with quantitative agreement to simulation. However, this result 
could be significantly improved with a smaller taper - 170 f.!m is fairly large 
compared to THz wavelengths. 
To explore the possibility of even higher confinement, we continue the 
experiment with a second set of waveguides, this time with a diameter of 500 f.!m. 
The waveguide section coupled to the photoconductive antenna has a flat end and 
no taper, maintaining this 500 f.!m diameter. A tapered section with a matching 
original radius of 500 f.!m, a taper cone angle of 4.7° and a final diameter of 20 f.!m is 
coupled to the end of the untapered wire to form the tapered waveguide 2. 
As before, we scan the probe in one-dimension to sample the Ez field at 
various points along a line perpendicular to the waveguide axis for both the tapered 
and untapered waveguides, with the probe tip at closest approach (z ~ 0). Plots of 
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the z-component of the terahertz electric field at the 
z Experimental note: this is the same as the tungsten probe tip, made by Micromanipulator. 
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end of the untapered (blue) and tapered (red) waveguides are shown in Figure 2-25 
below. For the untapered waveguide, the full width at half max (FWHM) of the field 
distribution is approximately 630 !J.m, which is roughly equal to the waveguide 
diameter. In contrast, the FWHM for the tapered waveguide is approximately 30 
!J.m, comparable to the taper size and 100 times less than the average free-space 
wavelength (.A = 3 mm at 100 GHz). The increase in both confinement and 
maximum field strength for the tapered waveguide versus the untapered one is 
clearly visible in the figure . 
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Figure 2-25 One-dimensional (along the x direction) plot of the peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the z component of the terahertz electric field at the end of the 
untapered (solid blue circles) and tapered (open red circles) waveguides. The field 
confinement for the tapered waveguide is comparable to the size of the tip, roughly 
20 times smaller than in the untapered case, and over 100 times less than the average 
free-space wavelength. 
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Similarly, we scan the probe in the z-direction (parallel to the waveguide 
axis) to obtain confirmation of the confinement in the axial direction, as predicted 
for the Ez component in contrast to the radial Er component, which is predicted to 
show high confinement only at the tip of the waveguide, before strongly diffracting 
once the energy escapes into free space [51]. A plot of the peak amplitude for this 
axial scan is shown in Figure 2-26 below for the untapered and tapered waveguides. 
The decay of the signal with increasing z follows a power law, as expected for a 
conical metal tip [74]. For the untapered waveguide, the 1/e distance is 130 ~-tm, 
while for the tapered waveguide it is only 9 ~-tm, demonstrating the very strong 
three-dimensional confinement of the axial electric field Ez at the end of a tapered 
waveguide. 
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Figure 2-26 One-dimensional (along the axial z direction) plot of the peak amplitude 
of the z component of the terahertz electric field at the end of the untapered (solid 
blue circles) and tapered (open red circles) waveguides. This logarithmic plot shows 
the power-law decay of the field along the z axis. 
In addition to the individual z- and x-direction one-dimensional scans, we 
also performed full two-dimension x-z scans of the electric field at the end of both 
the tapered and untapered waveguides, to generate an image of the field 
confinement. Figure 2-27 (a) and Figure 2-28 (a) below show such images, 
calculated by plotting the peak-to-peak amplitude at each location on the x-z grid 
and interpolating to create a smooth color map. Figure 2-27 (b) and Figure 2-28(b) 
are images of the Ez amplitude at 100 GHz obtained from FEM simulation of similar 
geometries to those in the experiments. Note the extended scales in the z direction; 
the axial component in both cases is confined to within a few hundred microns in 
the z direction as a natural consequence of propagation and diffraction of the wave. 
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Figure 2-27 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) plots of the z component of the 
electric field in the region just after the end of the untapered waveguide. 
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Figure 2-28 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) plots of the z component of the 
electric field in the region just after the end of the tapered waveguide. 
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It is clear from these images that there is excellent qualitative agreement 
between experiment and simulation, with the three-dimensional confinement 
exhibited by the tapered waveguide clearly visible. 
We also conducted a more thorough quantitative comparison between the 
experimental and simulation results. As before, the experimental time-domain 
waveforms are Fourier transformed to extract the amplitude and phase of the 
terahertz field at 100 GHz along a line perpendicular to the waveguide axis with the 
probe tip at closest approach (Figure 2-29 below, red squares). This "closest 
approach" point is estimated to be at approximately z = 5 )..LID, based on the 
oscillation amplitude of the probe tip. A scan of Ez at this distance from the 
waveguide tip is extracted from the FEM simulation (Figure 2-29 below, black line) 
and compared to the experimental results. 
At 100 GHz, the experimental FWHM is 31 )..LID, whereas the simulation 
indicates a higher field confinement with a FWHM of 17 )..LID. This difference, 
roughly a factor of 2, could result from experimental considerations, such as an 
incorrect determination of the (z:::: 0) point of closest approach or a misalignment of 
the probe in a direction orthogonal to the waveguide axis. Or, more interestingly, 
the discrepancy could result from a modification of the field confinement by the 
presence of the scattering probe. This modification would arise from the distortion 
of the charge distribution in the metal waveguide induced by the nearby metal 
scattering probe. In analogy to the formation of an image dipole when a metal 
object is close to a ground plane, this would strengthen the field at the tip of the 
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waveguide relative to the field without the probe. This is essentially equivalent to 
the well-known "height artifact" of apertureless near-field microscopy [75] and 
could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the field confinement at the tip of an 
isolated tapered waveguide. 
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Figure 2-29 A comparison of measured and simulated one-dimensional Ez field 
patterns along the x direction. The red squares denote the experimentally measured 
values at 100 GHz, extracted from the time-domain waveforms by Fourier transform. 
The solid black line is the result of a single FEM simulation, showing the value of Ez 
along a line at z = 5 J.Lm beyond the end of the tip. Both are normalized for 
comparison. 
To investigate this latter possibility, we have performed a series of additional 
FEM simulations and extracted slices of Ez in the x-direction at a distance of z = 5 J..Lm 
beyond the end of the waveguide for several waveguide geometries (Figure 2-30 
below). 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2-30 (a) Plots from FEM simulation of the field at the end of three different 
waveguide configurations. Left: an untapered waveguide. Center: a tapered 
waveguide. Right: A tapered waveguide with a probe located 10 J.lm away. (b) Plots of 
the strength of the axial field component Ez along a line 5 J.lm from the end of each 
waveguide configuration, untapered (black dashed line), tapered (blue line) and 
tapered with the probe present (red line). Tapering the waveguide leads to a field 
enhancement on-axis of about a factor of 10, relative to the untapered waveguide. 
Adding a second metal tip leads to an additional enhancement of about a factor of 2. 
The dashed curve shows the results for an untapered waveguide, exhibiting 
small peaks at x = ± 250 J-Lm, the positions corresponding to the locations of the two 
(in the simulations, perfectly sharp) corners where the cylindrical wire terminates. 
The tapered waveguide (thick blue curve), identical to that plotted in Figure 2-29, 
shows a dramatic (factor of 10) field enhancement at x = 0 and a correspondingly 
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high field confinement. In the third simulation (thin red curve), we add a second 
tapered metal structure on axis, representing the probe, at a position z = 10 J.lm 
from the waveguide. This clearly leads to an additional strengthening of the field, 
roughly by a factor of 2 at x = 0. These results indicate that the presence of the 
probe has some effect on the measured field enhancement and field confinement. 
However, this figure is not sufficient in understanding the effect of the probe, 
because those enhancement and confinement effects are dependent on the relative 
positions in the x-direction of the probe and waveguide, which naturally varies as 
the probe is scanned across the waveguide end facet. Figure 2-31 below presents an 
image from simulation of the Ez field for a probe position offset from the waveguide 
axis. An enhancement of the field is visible at the end of the tapered waveguide, as 
before, but also at the end of the scattering probe. This indicates that the presence 
of the probe will have an effect on the measured field pattern even at significant 
distances from the waveguide axis. 
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Figure 2-31 Plot of the Ez field at the end of the tapered waveguide in the presence of 
the scattering probe when the probe is offset from the waveguide axis. There is a 
distinct enhancement at the tip of the scattering probe in addition to that at the end 
of the waveguide. 
To investigate the effect of this second probe on the measured field at the tip 
of the tapered wire waveguide, we perform additional simulations, in which the 
scattering probe is included at z = 10 J.lm at various offset positions along the x-
direction (Figure 2-31 above is one example). At each offset, we extract the value of 
Ez at a position 5 J.lm from the end of the probe (indicated by arrow). This 
procedure accounts for the additional field strengthening as well as its dependence 
on the lateral (x) offset of the probe. We compare these results to the previously 
presented (Figure 2-29 above) results from experiment and from simulation 
without the probe. All three plots are presented in Figure 2-32 below. 
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Figure 2-32 A comparison of measured and simulated one-dimensional field patterns 
along the x direction. The red squares denote the experimentally measured values at 
100 GHz. The solid black line is the result of a single FEM simulation, showing the 
value ofEz atz = 5 J.lm beyond the end of the tip. The dashed blue line is extracted 
from a series of FEM simulations, each including both the tapered waveguide and the 
scattering probe. This shows the effect of the field strengthening that results from the 
presence of the probe. All are normalized for comparison. 
The results from simulation including the effect of the scattering probe 
(Figure 2-32 dashed blue curve) show much better agreement with the 
experimental results at 100 GHz. As a result, we conclude that the measured field 
confinement of-- 30 ~m in fact corresponds to a true field confinement of less than 
20 ~m in the absence of the scattering probe, a confinement approximately equal to 
the tip diameter of the tapered waveguide. 
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In conclusion, we experimentally confirmed the subwavelength confinement 
of the z-component of the electric field at the end of a tapered metal wire waveguide 
in agreement with numerical simulations. The scale of the lateral confinement is 
tip-size limited and more than 100 times smaller than the free-space wavelength. 
This result supports the use of tapered waveguides for THz near-field imaging 
applications and for generating high-intensity localized terahertz surface plasmons, 
thereby laying a firm foundation for the applications already being employed or 
considered by other researchers. We have also established that the presence of a 
(detecting) scattering probe can modify the apparent degree of field confinement, 
and must be considered for a quantitative analysis. The effect of the detector on the 
confinement is also a concern for near-field imaging applications, where the 
presence of a conductive sample may alter the field and limit the achievable 
confinement and by extension the achievable spatial resolution of the images. 
Lastly, the confirmation of three-dimensional confinement of the Ez field component 
implies that Ez may be more experimentally fruitful than the radial component 
which exhibits only 20 confinement, which may be an important concern for future 
experimental implementations of the tapered wire waveguide. 
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Chapter 3 
Parallel-Plate Waveguides 
Some of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published 
in references [76] and [77]. 
3.1. Introduction to the Grooved Parallel-Plate Waveguide 
The primary application intended for most waveguides is the transportation 
of radiation - as the name says, to guide waves. Because of this, waveguide research 
such as the work discussed in Chapter 2 often focuses on the capacity of a 
waveguide to transport radiation long distances, to direct it around bends or along 
non-line-of-sight paths, or to focus or confine the radiation. However, due to the fact 
that waveguides by their nature control or confine radiation, they can also be 
employed in conjunction with resonant structures in order to create devices such as 
sensors and filters. 
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The development of resonant structures in the terahertz has grown as an 
area of research in recent years, with a variety of structures being proposed for 
different sensing applications. Many designs have been studied at terahertz 
frequencies, such as dielectric fiber-based sensors [78, 79], photonic crystal 
structures and cavities [20, 80, 81], corrugated metallic slit waveguides [82], 
metallic meshes [83], and split-ring resonators [84-86]. In addition, there have also 
been several designs that employed resonant structures embedded within parallel-
plate waveguides (PPWGs) such as Bragg gratings and photonic band gap structures 
[87-89]. In the basic parallel-plate waveguide structure, the electromagnetic energy 
is confined between the flat surfaces of two bulk conductors, frequently thick plates 
of aluminum or other metals. While the wave is free to expand in the direction 
parallel to the plates, it is confined in the direction perpendicular to the plates, and 
as separation between the plates is generally smaller than the extent of a free space 
terahertz beam this leads to a concentration of the energy into a small, well-
controlled area. By placing resonant structures inside such a waveguide, higher 
extinction and longer interaction lengths can be obtained. 
Previous work with resonant structures in PPWGs has focused on 
incorporating these structures into PPWGs operated using the transverse 
electromagnetic (TEM) mode, which provides low-loss and low-dispersion 
propagation of the terahertz waves [25]. These designs were effective at producing 
stopband filters [87, 88], transmission resonances [87, 88], and notch filters [89]. 
However, in general the designs were fairly complex to fabricate. To ensure single-
mode propagation, TEM-mode parallel-plate waveguides are generally operated 
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with plate separations on the order of -100 J.!m, requiring a complicated silicon lens 
scheme to couple the terahertz radiation into the waveguide from free space. The 
resonant structures are similarly complicated, generally taking the form of a Bragg 
grating with feature sizes of less than 100 Jlm which must be fabricated by 
lithography and other clean room techniques. Using these structures as a sensor, 
for example, would require a sophisticated fabrication, the incorporation of a 
sample into a complicated structure in a repeatable, uniform way, and a coupling 
system that can be difficult to align. 
To overcome these difficulties, Mendis et al. proposed an alternative parallel-
plate waveguide resonant structure: a simple rectangular groove machined into one 
face of the waveguide, which is operated in the lowest-order transverse electric 
mode (TE1) instead of TEM mode [90]. This structure is simple to machine, 
requiring only a machine shop mill and a saw blade of appropriate width, and it is 
already incorporated into the waveguide. By operating in TE1 mode, the waveguide 
geometry is on a more manageable scale --millimeters instead of lOs of microns --
thus it does not require any complicated alignment of coupling lenses, and the 
process of introducing a sample into the resonant structure is considerably more 
straightforward. Also, the groove generally produces a single narrow line-width 
notch resonance, which is more desirable than a stopband or low- or high-pass filter 
for materials sensing applications. 
The single groove PPWG geometry was proposed, demonstrated, and applied 
as a microfluidic sensor in previous work [1]. However, the underlying mechanism 
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of this resonance was not at all understood, and the true capabilities of the sensor 
had not been established. The work presented in this Chapter consists of 
experiments, analysis, and simulation to fully characterize the single groove 
waveguide resonant structure, and then to expand its capabilities by exploring 
variant geometries to widen its application potential, including establishing its 
capabilities for multichannel sensing. 
3.2. Transverse Electric Parallel-plate Waveguide Modes 
The parallel-plate waveguide is a physically and mathematically simple 
structure that is well understood in classical waveguide theory. It consists of two 
parallel conductive plates, which confine the wave in one transverse direction but 
extend infinitely in the other (see Figure 3-1). Waves propagate between the plates 
with their electric field polarized either perpendicular to the plates (TM) or parallel 
to the plates (TE). 
In the lowest-order transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode, the electric 
field is oriented perpendicular to the plates with a uniform magnitude across the 
gap. This mode has no cutoff frequency, and consequently it has no group velocity 
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Figure 3-1 Diagram of parallel-plate waveguide geometry, including plate spacing b 
and the electric field orientation for TM and TE modes. Propagation is intofout of the 
page, in the z-direction. 
dispersion for plates of infinite conductivity and very minimal dispersion for finite 
conductivity plates 3. It also exhibits very low losses, which combined with the 
lackof dispersion makes the TEM mode very useful for long-distance undistorted 
pulse propagation (25]. TEM-mode parallel-plate waveguides have been used fo r 
spectroscopy (28], sensing (29], imaging (27, 30], and superfocusing (26] among 
other applications, in addition to providing a base for the resonant structures 
discussed above in Section 3.1. 
In contrast, the transverse electric (TE) modes of the PPWG have an electric 
field oriented parallel to the plates instead of perpendicular. Whereas the TEM 
mode has only transverse Ey and Hx components, TE modes also have a longitudinal 
3 The equations and theory discussion presented in this Chapter are based on plates with 
infinite conductivity. The effect of finite conductivity is negligible at terahertz frequencies. 
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magnetic field component Hz. The TE field components are given by the equations 
from classical waveguide theory [91]: 
[3-1] 
H - An/3y/3z . (f3 ) -i Pzz Y- sin yY e 
WJ1E 
[3-2] 
An/3y2 ( ) ·p H = - j cos {3 y e-J zZ 
z WJ1E y 
[3-3] 
where An is the amplitude of each mode and the phase constants j3, j3y and 13z 
are given by: 
{3 2n A. 
nn 
b 
[3-4] 
[3-5] 
[3-6] 
where n is the mode number, A. is the wavelength, and b is the spacing 
between the two plates. It is clear from these equations that TE modes have a low-
frequency cutoff. 
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The cutoff frequency for the nth mode is given by: 
nc fen 2b [3-7) 
A consequence of this cutoff frequency is high dispersion at frequencies near 
the cutoff, leading to severe distortion of a terahertz pulse. At a typical plate spacing 
of 500 IJ.m, this cutoff frequency for the first-order TE1 mode is 300 GHz, well within 
the bandwidth of THz radiation in a photoconductive system. For this reason, the 
TE1 mode was not commonly employed for terahertz time-domain measurement. 
However, because the cutoff frequency is dependent on the plate separation, 
this dispersion can be minimized by widening the gap between the two plates from 
500 IJ.m to 5 mm, moving the cutoff frequency to 30 GHz, near the low-frequency 
limit of the input THz frequency range and allowing a typical time-domain terahertz 
pulse to propagate without dispersion [92]. However, a lower cutoff frequency can 
lead to multimode propagation in the waveguide, as now there are several modes 
(TE1, TE3, TEs, etc.) within the input frequency spectrum. This effect can be 
minimized by optimizing the input coupling. 
This can be done fairly simply due to the modal field patterns for the 
transverse-electric modes. They are given by 
{2 (nn:y) 
<I>n = ~~sin ~ [3-8] 
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Figure 3-2 below is a diagram of these field patterns inside a waveguide. It is 
clear that there is a similarity between the TE1 mode pattern and that of a Gaussian 
input beam. Even-numbered modes (TEz, TE4) will not couple due to symmetry, and 
higher-order modes can be eliminated by matching the diameter of input Gaussian 
beam to that of the TE1 mode pattern, leading to single-mode TE1 propagation [92]. 
This also simplifies the coupling scheme, since this is obtained by direct coupling 
from free space without the use of lenses as required by TEM mode operation. 
b 
Figure 3-2 Electric field patterns for the TE1 to TE4 modes of the parallel-plate 
waveguide 
As well as improved coupling, the TE1 mode has another advantage over the 
TEM mode for parallel-plate waveguide applications: low ohmic loss. 
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To compare, the equations for the ohmic loss for both TEM and TE modes are 
given below: 
2nR5 
Z0 b 
[3-9) 
[3-10) 
where Rs is the surface resistance (rcfJJ/a)'h and Zo is the free-space 
impedance [90]. These equations show an interesting dependence on frequency. 
For the TEM mode, the attenuation increases as frequency increases due to the 
decreasing skin depth. However, for the TE modes, attenuation actually decreases 
with increasing frequency. When the cutoff is pushed to lower frequencies by 
increasing the plate separation, the ohmic loss for the TE modes becomes 
significantly lower than that of the TEM mode at all frequencies of the input 
spectrum - several orders of magnitude lower at 1 THz [90]. 
In addition to the lower loss and improved coupling, TE modes also have 
several unique applications in comparison to the TEM mode - whispering gallery 
modes [93], artificial dielectrics [94], tunable spectral filters [95], etc. One such 
application is a very simple resonant structure: a single rectangular groove 
machined into one face of the waveguide. In the initial experimental demonstration, 
a groove with dimensions 538 ).lm x 538 ).lm in a waveguide with a plate spacing of 
lmm gave a single strong high-extinction resonance at 280 GHz [90], and later 
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experiments confirmed that the single strong resonant feature is characteristic of 
this resonant structure geometry [1, 76]. 
It is this resonant groove that is the focus of the next several sections of this 
thesis. The origin of the resonant behavior and its dependence on geometric factors 
are not well understood, and so we collect data through simulation and experiment 
to develop an analytical understanding of the resonance. 
3.3. The Grooved Parallel-Plate Waveguide 
The grooved parallel-plate waveguide is a very simple design. A diagram of 
this structure geometry is shown below (Figure 3-3). The extent of the groove along 
the direction of propagation is labeled the "width" and the extent of the groove into 
the plate is the "depth". In theory and simulation we treat this groove as infinite in 
the x-direction - the direction transverse to the beam propagation direction and 
parallel to the plate surfaces - while in experiments the groove is fabricated to 
extend beyond the size of the propagating beam so as to be effectively infinite. 
THzBeam 
t depth 
............. 
width 
t spacing 
Figure 3-3 Diagram of the grooved parallel-plate waveguide showing geometric 
parameters and the orientation and direction of the incident electric field. 
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To excite the resonance, we illuminate this waveguide with terahertz 
radiation polarized parallel to the plates. This ensures that only TE modes are 
excited, not TM or TEM modes. 
We begin our investigation of the resonance with finite element method 
simulation, as described in Section 1.2.2. We use a groove with a width of 460 ~-tm 
and a depth of 412 ~-tm as our default test geometry, based on a previous 
experimental geometry [1]. Figure 3-4 below shows the power transmission 
spectrum calculated for a 6.4 mm long waveguide of plate spacing 1 mm with this 
groove incorporated. 
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Figure 3-4 Simulated power transmission spectrum for PPWG with groove geometry 
460 by412 J.Lm. 
This spectrum shows the characteristic single high-extinction resonant 
feature at 290.8 GHz. To investigate the origin of this resonance, we extract images 
of the electric field patterns inside the waveguide for both grooved and ungrooved 
waveguides with propagation in TEM and TE modes, at frequencies on- and off-
resonance. In Figure 3-5 below, the images on the left are for a TEM mode 
waveguide, while the images on the right show TEt propagation for a waveguide of 
the same geometry. 
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Figure 3-5 Simulated electric field patterns for TEM (left) and TE (right) mode 
waveguides. The TEM plots are of Ey, the TE plots are of Ex. Top row: waveguide with 
no groove. Middle: Grooved wavegU.ides at 300 GHz, off resonance. Bottom: Grooved 
waveguides at 290.8 GHz, at resonance. 
With no groove (Figure 3-5, top), both TEM and TE1 modes propagate 
effectively. The uniform field distribution of the TEM mode and the sinusoidal 
distribution of the TE1 mode are clearly visible. A single groove is then incorporated 
into both waveguides. At frequencies other than the resonance (in this case, 300 
GHz), the groove has no strong effect on the transmission of either TEM or TE 1 mode 
radiation (Figure 3-5, middle). At the resonant frequency of 290.8 GHz, the TE1 
mode radiation is fully reflected by the groove, resulting in the transmission dip we 
identify as a resonant feature . In contrast, the TEM mode is merely perturbed 
slightly, with no significant decrease in power transmission. 
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The next step is to obtain experimental data of the resonance. We fabricate 
waveguides with grooves of varying widths and depths machined into polished 
aluminum plates. For each waveguide, the geometry of groove is listed in the 
discussion of that waveguide's resonant behavior. The waveguides were assembled 
by screwing the top and bottom plates together, with dielectric spacers fixing the 
plate separation at 1mm (± 5 J.lm). A photo of the waveguide is shown in Figure 3-6 
below. 
Figure 3-6 Photograph of the test waveguide. The propagation direction through the 
grooved plate is marked with a green arrow. 
To obtain the frequency-dependent transmission spectra, we placed these 
waveguides in the conventional THz-TDS system as described in Section 1.2.1. The 
incident broadband radiation is weakly focused onto the input facet using a confocal 
lens setup, with an aperture limiting the size of the beam to 12 mm in diameter 
(Figure 3-7 below). To excite the TE propagation modes, the waveguide is oriented 
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with the plates parallel to the electric field direction. The radiation from the output 
end of the waveguide is collected and the time-domain waveform obtained. Because 
of the expectation of very narrow linewidths, we need the highest possible spectral 
resolution obtainable from a TDS system, and so we collected the waveforms with 
an extended time window of 1.6 ns, giving a spectra resolution of --0.6 GHz. The 1.6 
ns limit was due to a reflection in the system, which prevented the exploitation of 
the entire 2.6 ns available window 4_ 
Figure 3-7 Diagram of experimental setup. The confocal lenses, aperture, and 
waveguide are shown. The electric field is polarized out of the plane of the page. 
When time-domain waveforms are obtained for both grooved and un-
grooved waveguides, these waveforms are Fourier transformed, then the spectra 
are divided and squared to give the power transmission spectrum. A sample time-
domain waveform and FFT for a waveguide with a groove measuring 400 !J.m wide 
by 406 !J.m deep are plotted in Figure 3-8 below. 
4 Experimental note: to obtain this full window, a shorter fiber leading to the transmitter 
head is required, to push the signal earlier in the visible time window. In fact, a 4.55 m fiber pushes 
the signal outside the visible time window for the Long Scan, but it is visible in Rapid Scan mode for 
the T-ray 4000. To access this -280 to 0 ps section of the window, the program must be open before 
the system is turned on, then the window dragged as early as possible. Restarting both the system 
and program may be necessary. 
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Figure 3-8 Time domain waveform (top) and frequency domain spectrum (bottom) 
of the waveguide with a groove 400 J..Lm wide by 406 J..Lm deep. 
The plate spacing chosen for these experiments and simulations is lmm, 
which has a cutoff frequency of 150 GHz, well inside the bandwidth of the incident 
time-domain waveform, resulting in a broadened and positively chirped output 
pulse, as illustrated by the experimental time-domain waveform in Figure 3-8. In 
the frequency domain, the cutoff is clearly visible. However this dispersion has little 
effect on the frequency-domain spectral measurements required by the sensing 
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applications of interest in this work, and by using a smaller separation than the 5 
mm required for dispersionless propagation we can obtain stronger coupling to the 
cavity due to the increased energy density in the waveguide. 
This strong coupling is reflected in the high extinction and narrow linewidth 
exhibited by the experimental power transmission spectrum (Figure 3-9). When a 
single groove with the geometry given above is incorporated into the waveguide, the 
resonant feature at 288 GHz exhibits 7 dB extinction and a 1.5 GHz linewidth. In the 
initial proposal of this grooved-PPWG geometry, the linewidth was among the 
narrowest ever reported [90]. This narrow linewidth is of particular interest, as it 
allows for increased sensitivity in sensing applications-- a narrow line width means 
smaller frequency shifts can be detected, therefore a higher sensitivity can be 
achieved. One such sensing application was previously demonstrated, in which 
simple straight chain alkanes were used to test the sensitivity of this resonance to a 
material's refractive index [1], which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.7. 
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Figure 3-9 Experimental power transmission spectrum for a waveguide with a 
groove of width 400 J.lm and depth 412 J.lm. 
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The basic concept and sensing ability of this grooved PPWG resonant 
structure has been effectively demonstrated in these previous references. In this 
previous work, it was assumed that this groove performed as a simple rectangular 
resonant cavity, whose resonance arises from standing waves set up between the 
cavity walls, and whose resonant frequency is determined by the following 
equation: 
[3-11) 
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For the initial experimental geometry of 538 J...tm by 538 J...lm, this equation 
yields a resonant frequency of 279 GHz if the cavity is assumed to be one-
dimensional with only the width of the groove affecting the resonant frequency (m1 
= 1, mz = m3 = 0, d1 = 538 J...tm). This value agreed well with the experimental value 
of 280 GHz, leading the authors to conclude that the simple rectangular groove did 
indeed function as a simple 1-D resonant cavity [90]. 
However, this theory was quickly refuted by later experiments. The next test 
waveguide had geometry 460 x 412 J...tm, which had an experimental resonant 
frequency of 291 GHz while the resonant cavity theory predicted 326 GHz for a 1D 
cavity and 488 GHz for a 2D cavity. Additionally, experimental tests of the 
dependence of the resonant frequency on the spacing between the plates 
demonstrate that the resonance does not arise solely from the cavity geometry. To 
investigate this dependence, we placed a waveguide with a single groove of 460 by 
412 11m in an apparatus that continuously varies the waveguide plate separation. In 
this configuration, we observe a resonant dip that gradually red shifts with 
increasing plate separation (Figure 3-10, blue squares). The experimental 
apparatus, while it provides an accurate measurement of the relative change in plate 
spacing, does not allow for accurate determination of the absolute plate spacing, and 
so these values are calibrated using results from a finite element method simulation 
(black curve). The immediate conclusion from this data is that the resonance 
cannot arise solely from the cavity geometry, but from the waveguide structure as a 
whole. 
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A few additional observations can be also be made. As the plate spacing 
decreases, the resonant frequency decreases, while the cutoff frequency for the TE1 
simultaneously increases. At small plate spacings, the two begin to overlap and the 
resonance becomes undetectable. We also note that changing the plate spacing 
shifts the resonant frequency in a predictable, almost linear fashion, at a rate of 
roughly 150 GHzjmm. This implies that slight changes in plate spacing (on the order 
of 100 11m or less) can be used to compensate for fabrication errors when designing 
waveguide cavities to resonate at a specific frequency. 
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Figure 3-10 Resonant frequency versus waveguide plate separation. As the spacing 
between waveguide plates decreases, the dominant resonant feature shifts to higher 
frequencies. Experimental results (blue squares) are compared to results from FEM 
simulation (black curve) to calibrate the plate spacing. 
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Another proposed theoretical approach was a Fabry-Perot effect due to the 
difference in the effective refractive index ofthe grooved section of the waveguide. 
The refractive index of a TEt-mode waveguide is given by the equation: 
[3-12] 
The cutoff frequency is a function of the plate spacing (Equation [3-7]), so the 
index of the ungrooved waveguide with a spacing of 1 mm will have one effective 
index, while the grooved section can be treated as a waveguide with a spacing of 
1.412 mm and with a different effective index. There will therefore be reflections at 
the junctions between the grooved and ungrooved sections due to that index 
difference. Since these reflections are frequency-dependent like the effective 
indices, interference between these reflections could lead to extinction features in 
the transmission spectra. 
However, a simple simulation test disproves this possibility. If it is only the 
effective index of the grooved section that is causing the resonance, then a 
waveguide with one groove of a given depth would have the same resonant 
frequency as a waveguide with two identical grooves of half that depth on the top 
and bottom plates (Figure 3-11). A simulation with this geometry clearly shows no 
visible resonance at all within 20 GHz of the predicted frequency. 
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Figure 3-11 Simulated power transmission spectrum for a waveguide with two 
symmetric grooves of width 460 J.lm and depth 2 06 J.lm on the top and bottom plates. 
Inset: Electric field pattern inside this waveguide at 290.8 GHz. 
While a simple refractive index model was ineffective, the basic idea of the 
groove as a section of the waveguide became important in developing the analytical 
explanation of the resonance through a technique known as mode-matching 
(discussed in detail in Section 3.5.) While the mode-matching analysis was being 
developed, the simulation results were supplemented by the collection of an 
extensive experimental data set. To obtain sufficient data to determine the 
dependence of the resonant frequency on the waveguide geometry, we fabricated a 
wide range of waveguides and measuring their transmission spectra experimentally. 
The results of this experimental study are discussed in the following section. 
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3.4. Experimental Study of the Groove Geometry 
To provide a solid framework for the analytical understanding of the origins 
of this resonance, we required a thorough collection of quantitative experimental 
data. This led to the fabrication of parallel-plate waveguides with rectangular 
grooves of a wide range of geometries machined into them. These waveguides were 
fabricated from aluminum using standard machine shop techniques s. 
The fabricated waveguides fall into two categories: waveguides with grooves 
of a constant depth but varying width, and waveguides with grooves of a constant 
width but varying depth. Table 3-1 below lists the fabricated groove geometries, 
illustrating the wide variety of geometries included in this experiment. Additionally, 
waveguides with no grooves were fabricated to serve as the reference for 
calculating the power transmission. All the waveguides had propagation lengths of 
5.9 mm with the groove centered midway between the entrance and exit facets. In 
the transverse direction, the waveguides were 3.2 em. Compared to an input 
Gaussian beam of size 12 mm, this large transverse extent ensures that the 
waveguides are uniform across the entire beam and function as effectively two-
dimensional structures. 
s Experimental note: it is important to ensure that the edges of the waveguides are not 
blunted -- many machinists automatically round off any sharp metal edges on their pieces, but this 
will lead to problems with the coupling and propagation within the waveguide. 
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Depth (J.tm) Width (J.tm) 
Set 1 25,50,100,250,500,1000,2500 460 
Set 2 406 400,790,1500,1980,2515,3000 
Table 3-1 List of the groove geometnes fabncated for experimental study. 
As before, these waveguides are assembled by screwing the top and bottom 
plates together, with dielectric spacers fixing the plate separation at 1 mm (± 5 J,tm). 
They were then placed in the confocal THz-TDS setup described in Section 3.3 above 
and the data was analyzed as previously described to obtain the power transmission 
spectra for the various waveguide geometries. 
The power transmission spectra for Set 1, waveguides with constant width 
but varying depth, all show the typical single dominant resonant dip as shown in 
Figure 3-9 above. As the groove grows shallower (i.e. depth decreases) this feature 
shifts to higher frequencies, with a corresponding narrowing of the linewidth. 
Figure 3-12 plots these trends, along with the quality-factor Q that is an expression 
of the energy concentration of the cavity and the sharpness of the resonance (Q = 
f/ !¥). Grooves shallower than 100 J.tm have resonant dips with lower extinction, 
which allow accurate determination of the center frequency but not the line width, 
so these grooves are excluded from the linewidth and Q factor plots. 
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Figure 3·12 Resonant frequency, linewidth, and Q factor produced by rectangular 
grooves of 460 j.lm width and varying depth. 
The trend observed here, with shallower cavities yielding higher frequencies, 
narrower resonances, and correspondingly higher Q is intuitively clear. It agrees 
qualitatively with the predictions of the simple rectangular standing-wave 
resonator model (as discussed in Section 3.3 above), but the quantitative 
predictions of that model are so inaccurate that they would barely be visible on 
these graphs. 
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The transmission spectra for Set 2, the waveguides with grooves with 
constant depth but varying width, show a far more complicated dependence on 
geometry. A collection of the transmission spectra is given in Figure 3-13 below. 
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Figure 3-13 Power transmission spectra from PPWGs with rectangular grooves of 406 
t.tm depth and varying width. The width of each groove and a sketch of the waveguide 
geometry are given to the right of each spectrum. The black dotted line marks the TE3 
cutoff frequency. The yellow boxes contain the Q value measured for the respective 
resonant feature. 
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In these spectra, the effect of the cutoff frequency at 150 GHz can clearly be 
seen, as can the start of multimode propagation above the cutoff for the TE 3 mode at 
450 GHz. Between these two frequencies, single-mode TE1 propagation occurs, and 
this is the area of primary interest for this work 
For the narrowest groove (Figure 3-13 (a)), there is a single dominant 
resonant feature as expected, located at 295 GHz. As the groove widens to 790 J..lm 
(Figure 3-13 (b)), it seems that this resonant feature both broadens and redshifts. 
Beyond this width additional resonant features appear, indicating the excitation of 
higher-order cavity modes. It also appears that several of these features have very 
narrow linewidths. To explore this quantitatively, the line widths were measured 
for most of the clearly distinguishable features in the spectra, and the resulting Q 
factors are presented beside the respective features. 
Several of these Q factors are over 100, and the highest is nearly 500. A plot 
of the narrowest well-shaped feature, the feature marked with a Q of 464 for the 
waveguide with a 3000 J..lm by 406 J..lm groove, is shown in Figure 3-14 (red line). 
From this plot it appears that the line width is actually less than 0.5 GHz, much 
lower than the previous lowest-ever recorded THz line width for a resonator [1, 81, 
90, 96]. However, this spectrum and most other spectra presented in this thesis 
have been zero-padded to improve resolution. Zero-padding is a signal processing 
technique in which a long series of zero values are added as additional data points 
to the end of a time domain signal prior to Fourier transforming. The effect of these 
zeros is to increase the spectral resolution of the frequency domain spectra, since 
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the frequency resolution is inversely proportional to the length of the time window. 
If the zeros are added after a long time window when the signal has decayed down 
to the noise floor, no artifacts will be introduced. However, while zero padding is a 
very useful technique, this increased resolution is artificial. To make claims about 
extremely narrow linewidths, we should instead depend on the data points present 
in the original scan. In Figure 3-14, the marked data points are those obtained by 
Fourier transforming with no zero padding or other manipulation beyond the 
inherent windowing. It is clear from these points that the linewidth is indeed very 
narrow (less than 1 GHz), but due to the resolution limit of the measurement 
technique we cannot be entirely confident of the exact value. 
While there are many high-quality features evident in these spectra, there is 
no obvious trend in the frequencies or line widths, complicating the attempt to 
quantify the dependence on geometry. To understand this complex behavior, we 
use a mode-matching analysis based on classical waveguide theory. This analysis is 
discussed in detail in the following section. 
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3.5. Mode-Matching Theory 
3.5.1. Scattering Matrix 
The mode-matching method is a form of analysis employing waveguide 
theory and the generalized scattering matrix technique to analyze transmission 
through waveguides with features such as changes in size, divisions, cavities, etc 
[88, 97-100]. The technique is discussed in detail in Ref. [97] and in Chapters 9 and 
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10 of Ref. [100]. In the case of a structure like the grooved waveguide we are 
investigating here, the groove is treated as if it is a section of PPWG with a different 
plate separation and with its own supported modes. An incoming wave propagates 
through the ungrooved section, and then at the junction the wave is either 
transmitted into the various modes of the wider grooved section or reflected back 
into the ungrooved section. The transmitted waves propagate through the grooved 
section, before being transmitted or reflected at the junction with the second 
ungrooved section. For example, in the illustration below, the A+ wave represents 
all of the incident propagating modes. These waves reach the junction and are 
reflected (A- modes) or transmitted (B+ modes) into the next section. The B+ 
modes propagate to the next junction, where they are again transmitted (C+) or 
reflected (B-). The transmitted waves continue to the next junction, while the 
reflected modes propagate back to the first junction and are transmitted or reflected 
again, and so on. 
Junction Junction 
y = 0 
I I C+ A+ • I__,. B+ .. I .. 
I I 
A- .. I 8- I C-.. .. .. I I 
y =a 
I I t b-a y =b 
Section A Section B 
Figure 3-15 Diagram of the grooved waveguide for mode-matching analysis. 
Forward ( +) and backward (-) propagating waves in each section are labelled. 
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Mathematically, this process is represented through a scattering matrix. 
[3-13] 
The scattering matrices for each junction and propagation section will 
combine (the mathematics of this are described in the next section) to create one 
overall scattering matrix that expresses how all the modes are transmitted and 
reflected through the waveguide as a whole. 
(3-14] 
Each of these variables - A+, B+, B-, etc. - is in fact a vector, representing the 
amplitudes of all the modes propagating in that waveguide section. For example, 
the electric field pattern in the initial waveguide section can be expressed as the 
sum of all the forward ( +) and backward (-) propagating modes in Section A of the 
waveguide. 
K I (a~+ a;;J<I>n (3-15] 
n=l 
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For the TE-mode waveguide we are discussing here, <I> simply represents 
the normalized modal fields of the TE propagating modes, given by the equation 
presented in Section 3.2 above: 
{2 . (nny) 
<Dn = ~-;-;: sm ---;;- [3-16] 
where a is the plate spacing in this particular section of the waveguide. (It 
would be bin Section B of the waveguide). 
The variable A+ is simply the vector composed of the amplitudes a~ of all 
these modes. 
[3-17] 
We are primarily interested in frequencies for which there is single-mode 
TE1 propagation in the ungrooved waveguide sections, so the incident wave can be 
represented as: 
1 
0 
0 
0 
[3-18] 
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For most applications we can assume that there is only an incident wave 
from one direction, so B- is an empty vector, [0, 0, 0 ... ] . 
With these values, we can use the scattering matrix S to solve Equation 
[3-13] to obtain values for the amplitudes of the various modes that are reflected 
(A-) or transmitted (B+). 
Because A+, A-, etc. are vectors, each component of the scattering matrix is 
itself also a matrix. Su is the matrix that relates the incident wave to the reflected 
wave, and each component of this matrix Su(m,n) represents the amplitude of the 
nth incident mode reflected into the mth mode. Sz1, in turn, is the matrix that relates 
the incident wave to the transmitted wave. The transmission from the TE1 mode of 
the ungrooved section to the TE1 mode of the grooved section is expressed by the 
component Sz1(l,l). 
a;; 
. 
. 
. 
511 (;, n)) 
sll (n, n) 
at 
a~ 
[3-19] 
[3-20] 
The term "mode-matching technique" more accurately refers to the method 
used to obtain the actual elements of this scattering matrix S. Simply put, the 
amount of energy transferred from one mode to another by reflection or 
transmission is dependent on two things: the impedance mismatch between the 
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modes, and the amount of spatial overlap between the mode patterns. Modes with 
very similar electric field patterns will have a large spatial overlap and a 
correspondingly greater likelihood of coupling, while modes with very different 
patterns will have a smaller overlap. If there is a large impedance mismatch at a 
boundary, energy is more likely to be reflected, while a small impedance mismatch 
leads to increased transmission. 
These intuitive relationships are expressed through the equations for the 
components of the scattering matrix S, which are defined as functions of several 
matrices: Y 1, Y 2, and M. These are derived from the equations specifying the 
continuity of the electric and magnetic fields at the junction, discussed in detail in 
Ref. [97]. 
Y1 and Y2 are impedance matrices for the modes of Section A and Section B, 
respectively. The impedance for each TE mode in the waveguide is given by: 
z WJlo f3z [3-21] 
where fc is the cutoff frequency for that mode in that section of the 
waveguide, as described in Section 3.2 above. 
These impedances can be arranged in a vector, just as the mode amplitudes 
were, and then used to generate the impedance matrix Y using the equation below. 
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Y is a diagonal matrix, where the (m,m) element is the inverse of the impedance of 
the mth mode in that particular section of the waveguide. 
11z1 0 0 
0 1/zz Y= [3-22] 
. 
. 
. 
0 1/zn 
The last required matrix, M, is the mode overlap matrix. Each (m,n) 
component of M represents the similarity in the electric field patterns between the 
mth reflected or transmitted mode and the nth incident mode. This is calculated 
from the overlap integral of the relevant mode patterns: 
[3-23] 
For example, in the TE-mode waveguide we are discussing, the overlap 
integral for the nth mode in Section A transmitted into the mth mode of Section B 
takes the form: 
/41 a (nrcy) (mrcy) M(m, n) = ~~- 0 sin U sin b dy [3-24] 
The limits of integration are from the top plate of the waveguide (y = 0) to the 
bottom plate of the ungrooved section (y =a). The mode patterns in the ungrooved 
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waveguide are zero beyond y= a, so the region from y=a to y=b is irrelevant to the 
integral. Due to the simple form of the mode patterns in this case, analytical 
solutions to these overlap integrals are possible, but for more complex patterns, 
numerical integration is sometimes necessary. 
In addition to these matrices, an additional matrix Y xis calculated, where Y x = 
M'·Yz·M. This matrix has no physical significance but is useful in simplifying later 
equations. (M' is the transpose of the matrix M.) 
From the impedance and mode overlap matrices, the scattering matrix can 
then be calculated using the following relationships: 
S11 = (Yx + Y1)- 1 · (Y1 - Yx) 
2(Y1 + Yx)- 1 · M' · Y2 
[3-25] 
[3-26] 
[3-27] 
[3-28] 
And from this scattering matrix we can then pull out the individual elements 
that give the transmission or reflection into a particular mode of the waveguide. 
$21 (1,1) for TEt transmission, S11(1,1) for TEt reflection, Szt(2,1) for TEt to TE3 
transmission, etc. 
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3.5.2. Transmission Through the Entire Waveguide 
The scattering matrix only describes the energy transfer at a junction, such as 
that between the grooved and ungrooved sections of the waveguide. In order to 
fully describe the entire waveguide, we need to consider the propagation of the 
waves between junctions, and also to include the scattering matrices from later 
junctions. 
Junction Junction 
I 
A+ --1~~ I ~ 8+ C+-•~ ---~~~ D+ 
I 
I A- ~ ..- 1 .. 8- C-• .. - D-
1 
Section A Section B 
Figure 3-16 Diagram of the grooved waveguide, showing the modes before and after 
propagation through Section B of the waveguide (the groove itself). 
The propagation of the various modes in a waveguide from one junction to 
the next is calculated with a transmission matrix. As before, the incident 
transmitted waves are considered as vectors of the amplitudes of all the modes. 
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[3-29] 
The propagating waves will not change direction or change modes over a flat 
waveguide section, so the matrices Tu and Tzz are zero, while Ttz and Tzt are 
identical diagonal matrices whose nonzero components are simply an expression of 
the change in phase due to propagation over the length of the waveguide section. 
eiP1z 0 0 
T12 r21 
0 eiP2z [3-30] 
. 
. 
. 
0 eiPnz 
In this expression, P represents the phase constant in the z-direction for the 
given mode, Pz = j (~) 2 - (:n) 2 , where b is the spacing of the waveguide 
section and A. is the wavelength, as described in Equations [3-4] to [3-6] in Section 
3.2 above. 
To combine the scattering and transmission matrices, we solve Equations 
[3-13] and [3-29] relating the overall input and output waves to obtain one overall 
transfer matrix as shown in Equation [3-14]. 
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Solving these equations yields the following expressions for the transfer 
matrix: 
[3-31] 
[3-32] 
[3-33] 
[3-34] 
These equations are true when combining a scattering matrix and a 
transmission matrix in which several of the elements are zero. It is also possible to 
obtain equations for a general case, in which two matrices of any sparsity can be 
combined to generate the overall transfer matrix. 
[3-35] 
[3-36] 
[3-37] 
U11 = W11 + W12 (I - V11 Wzz) - 1 V11 W21 
U12 = W1zCI- V11W2z)-1V12 
V21 (I - Wzz V11)-1 W21 
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[3-38] 
[3-39] 
[3-40] 
[3-41] 
This procedure is referred to as the "star product" of theW and V matrices. 
Additional scattering or transmission matrices can be added in the same way, for 
example by taking the star product of the matrix U above and the scattering matrix 
for the next junction. This process continues for each groove, junction or other 
feature until finally an overall transfer matrix U is obtained. 
This overall transfer matrix expresses the overall transmission and reflection 
of various modes for the waveguide as a whole. Uzt(l,l) gives the transmission of 
the TEt mode through the entire waveguide, Uu(l,l) gives the TEt reflection, and so 
forth. These values are dependent on frequency, and so the procedure above must 
be repeated for a wide range of frequencies to obtain a picture of the resonant 
behavior of the grooved waveguide. Figure 3-17 below plots of the Uzt(l,l) and 
Uu(l,l) matrix elements, showing the transmission and reflection versus frequency 
for the TEt mode in a basic grooved waveguide geometry. 
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Figure 3-17 Plot of the absolute values of the U21(t,t) (top) and U11(1,1) (bottom) 
matrix elements. The green dashed line indicates the TE 1 cutoff frequency. 
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It is clear from this figure that the dip in the transmission plot is matched by 
a spike in the reflection plot, indicating that the resonance arises from the TE1 mode 
being reflected back. 
In practice, this process can be automated as a MATLAB script to calculate 
the transfer matrix for any given geometry. An annotated copy of the MATLAB code 
is included in Appendix A. 
3.5.3. Comparison to Experiment 
Once the mode-matching technique has been used to model the grooved 
waveguide, we can compare the results to the experimental data given in Section 3.4 
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above. As stated above, in the frequency range between the cutoffs for the TE 1 (150 
GHz) and TE3 ( 450 GHz) modes, propagation in the waveguide is assumed to be 
single-mode, and so it is the TEt-to-TEt transmission element of the transfer matrix 
that we plot for comparison (Uzt(1.1)). This element is amplitude transmission and 
so must be squared for comparison to the power transmission experimental plots. 
Figure 3-18 below shows just such a comparison between experimental data 
and mode-matching results for Set 2, the waveguides with constant depth and 
varying width. In the single-mode propagation regime, the agreement between 
theory and experiment is excellent. Mode-matching analysis successfully 
reproduces all the many resonant features with their corresponding linewidths, 
along with some very fine features that are not fully resolvable in the experimental 
data. 
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Figure 3-18 Power transmission spectra from PPWGs with rectangular grooves of 406 
J.lm depth and varying width. Blue curves are experimental results and red curves are 
the results from mode-matching analysis, showing excellent agreement. The width of 
each groove and a sketch of the waveguide geometry are given to the right of each 
spectrum. The black dotted line marks the TE3 cutoff frequency. 
Due to the outstanding agreement observed here, we confidently conclude 
that mode-matching analysis is an effective analytical model for explaining the 
origin of the resonances from the grooved waveguide. 
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When the results of mode-matching analysis are compared to the 
experimental data for Set 1, the waveguides with constant width but varying depth, 
mode-matching also produces the single dominant resonant features observed 
experimentally. When the resonant frequencies, linewidths, and quality factors are 
compared quantitatively (Figure 3-19), reasonably good agreement is observed 
between theory and experiment. 
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Figure 3-19 Resonant frequency, linewidth, and Q factor produced by rectangular 
grooves of 460 J.lm width and varying depth. Black squares are experimental data. 
The red lines are the results from mode-matching analysis. The black dotted line in 
the bottom figure is an exponential fit to the experimental data. 
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The resonant frequencies agree very well for depths shallower than 1000 ~m 
but become less accurate as the groove deepens. Also, in order to obtain even this 
level of accuracy, a very large number of modes were required in the calculation. 
For most of the results given above such as Figure 3-18, only 4-6 modes in both 
grooved and ungrooved waveguide sections were required to obtain very accurate 
results; for the plot above, over 100 modes were required to reach convergence. 
This reflects the fact that for very deep grooves, the model of the groove as a 
waveguide section becomes less accurate. FEM simulation images of the electric 
field at the resonant frequency for two groove depths illustrate this well (Figure 
3-20). For a groove with a depth of 412 ~m, the field fully penetrates the groove 
(inset). But for a groove with a depth of 2500 ~m, the electric field does not come 
close to reaching the bottom of the groove, making the assumption required by 
mode-matching analysis - the assumption that the wave propagates in this section 
as though it were a waveguide ofwidth 2500 ~m- invalid. 
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Figure 3-20 FEM simulation images of the electric field pattern at the resonant 
frequency in a waveguide with a groove of dimensions 460 x 2500 JJ.m. It is clear that 
the field does not fully penetrate the groove. Inset: the field pattern for a waveguide 
with a groove of dimensins 460 x 412 JJ.m for comparison. 
The line width and quality factors as shown in Figure 3-19 also suffer from a 
lack of quantitative agreement, though the trends agree well qualitatively. Most 
likely this is due to losses in the cavity that are not considered in the theory, or 
imperfections in the fabrication, or simply the lack of spectral resolution necessary 
to truly characterize very narrow resonances. The predicted linewidths are all ~ 2 
GHz, which is difficult to resolve with a system with a maximum resolution of 0.6 
GHz. 
The final comparison to theory is the variation in waveguide spacing (Figure 
3-21). As with the waveguides of varying depth, the mode-matching results agree 
well for the original waveguide geometry, but become less accurate as the geometry 
varies. As the simulation image in Figure 3-22 below illustrates, again the model of 
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the groove as a waveguide section becomes less accurate as the junction between 
sections represents an increasingly abrupt change in effective plate spacing . 
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Figure 3-21 Resonant frequency versus waveguide plate separation. As the spacing 
between waveguide plates decreases, the dominant resonant feature shifts to higher 
frequencies. Comparison of experimental results (blue squares) to results from FEM 
simulation (solid black curve) and mode-matching analysis (dotted red curve). 
Figure 3-22 FEM simulation of the electric field pattern at resonance for a waveguide 
with a plate spacing of 450 J.Lm, illustrating the abruptness of the junction between 
waveguide sections. 
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The conclusion drawn from these comparisons is that the mode-matching 
analysis is an effective model for the grooved waveguide, provided the underlying 
assumption that the groove can be treated as a waveguide section with its own 
propagating modes is a valid one. For more abrupt junctions or extreme 
geometries, an alternate model (or finite element method simulation) would be 
required. 
As a final note, while mode-matching analysis provides an accurate method 
for computing the transmission spectra for grooved waveguides along with a useful 
physical model for understanding the resonant features (as the result of the 
combination of various reflections and transmissions at junctions between 
waveguide sections), it is possible that a more directly physical interpretation of 
these resonances may be developed. For example, the asymmetric appearance of 
several of the resonant features in Figure 3-18 seems to indicate Fano resonances. 
Fano resonances result from the interference between a discrete resonance and the 
modes of a continuum and are characterized by an asymmetric line shape [101-
104]. In the case of the grooved parallel-plate waveguide, this could be interpreted 
as interaction between the waveguide modes and the cavity resonance, or possibly 
as the broad resonance of a wide groove interacting with higher-order cavity modes 
within that groove. Interpreting the experimental transmission spectra through the 
Fano resonance paradigm may provide a fruitful avenue for future work in 
understanding the origins of the resonant behavior of the grooved parallel-plate 
waveguide. 
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3.6. Two Grooves 
With the previous work establishing the grooved waveguide as a microfluidic 
sensor with high sensitivity [1], an obvious next step is to expand the sensor to 
multichannel operation by the inclusion of two or more grooves with independent 
resonances. If the resonances are well separated in frequency and the grooves are 
well separated spatially on the waveguide, each groove should respond 
independently to a liquid fill with a shift in its own (and only its own) resonant 
frequency. In this way, each groove acts as a separate sensing channel for 
multiplexing applications, and the design and performance of one such sensor is 
described in Section 3.6.1 below. 
In contrast, if grooves are not sufficiently separated spatially and/ or if the 
resonances are not separated in frequency, coupling between grooves will occur. 
While it precludes the use of each groove as a separate channel, this coupling does 
lead to an interesting resonant splitting effect with its own potential applications, 
discussed in Section 3.6.2 below. 
3.6.1. Multichannel Sensor 
The initial work in developing the multichannel sensor was performed 
through finite element method simulation. Each geometry was modeled, the 
resonant frequency or frequencies were determined, and an image of the electric 
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field at resonance was obtained, to verify that each resonance arises only from one 
groove to ensure independent multichannel operation. 
In designing the multichannel sensor, we selected grooves with resonances 
that were well separated in frequency as determined from the width-parameter 
tests described in Section 3.4 above. Based on Figure 3-13, we chose one groove of 
width 460 J.Lm and depth 412 J.Lm (resonance at 290.8 GHz) and a second groove of 
width 700 J.Lm and depth 412 J.Lm (resonance at 266.4 GHz) as being sufficiently 
separate resonances. To prevent coupling, the two grooves were separated by 2.08 
mm in a waveguide of total length 8.5 mm. 
Groove 1 I I Groove 2 
!~ 
3 
8.5mm 
Figure 3-23 Diagram of the multichannel waveguide geometry. 
The simulated power transmission spectra in Figure 3-24 below show the 
resonant response of a waveguide containing only the first groove (red), a 
waveguide containing only the second groove (green), and the two-groove 
waveguide containing both (blue), illustrating that both resonant responses are 
present without any significant coupling effects. 
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Figure 3-24 Power transmission spectra from FEM simulation of the response of 
(left) a waveguide with one 460 x 412 J.Lm groove (green curve) superimposed with 
that of a waveguide with one 700 x 412 J.Lm groove (red curve), and (right) a 
waveguide with both grooves. The superimposition of the two resonant responses 
with no coupling between grooves is dear. 
The independence of these resonances can be confirmed by looking at the 
electric field pattern within the grooves at each resonant frequency. At the 266.4 
GHz resonance, the electric field is concentrated heavily in the 700 Jlm groove, with 
no contribution from the 460 Jlm groove. At the 290.8 GHz resonance, the reverse is 
true, with an electric field pattern that shows that only the 460 J.!m groove is 
contr ibuting to the resonance. This confirms that the two groove resonances are 
independent, and supports the possibility of a multichannel sensing application. 
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Figure 3-25 FEM plots of the electric field pattern inside the two-groove waveguide at 
resonant frequencies 266.4 GHz (top) and 290.8 GHz (bottom), showing how each 
resonance dearly arises from only one groove. 
This design was fabricated and the transmission was measured 
experimentally, using the procedure detailed previously in Section 3.3. The 
experimentally measured power transmission (Figure 3-26 below, red line) matches 
the simulations excellently, with only a slight difference in the predicted resonant 
frequencies (265.0 GHz and 290.2 GHz). This is due to the imprecision inherent to 
machine fabrication, which we estimate gives a final geometry for the grooves of 
711 by 406 1-1m and 457 by 406 1-1m. For comparison, mode-matching analysis was 
used to generate a prediction of the power transmission for this experimental 
geometry (Figure 3-26, blue line) with excellent agreement. The resonant 
frequencies and linewidths are compared quantitatively in Table 3-2. 
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Figure 3-26 Power transmission of the multichannel waveguide, both experimental 
(red) and from mode-matching analysis (blue). 
Frequency 1 Linewidth 1 Q1 Frequency 2 Linewidth 2 Q2 
Experiment 265.0 8.3 32 290.2 3.3 88 
Mode-Matching 265.7 9.0 29 291.0 1.9 153 
Table 3-2 Quantitative comparison of resonant frequencies (in GHz), Iinewidths (in 
GHz) and quality-factors for the experimental and mode-matching analysis results for 
the multichannel waveguide. 
Over the course of several experimental data sets, we observe that the 
resonant frequencies are consistent, with a standard deviation cr1 = 1.65 GHz for the 
first resonance and crz = 1.17 GHz for the second resonance. Therefore the 
experiment and mode-matching results agree to within experimental error. 
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This error is due to slight variations in the plate spacing when the waveguide 
is disassembled and reassembled between data sets. As Section 3.3 shows, small 
variations in the plate spacing will shift the resonant frequencies. A variation of -1 
GHz corresponds to a spacing variation of a few microns. 
These results support the prediction from simulation and mode-matching 
analysis that two grooves may be incorporated into a waveguide with no coupling, 
indicating that this waveguide design has potential as a multichannel sensor. This 
application is discussed in detail in Section 3.7 Liquid Filling. 
3.6.2. Resonant Splitting 
Above were discussed the results when the two grooves are independent, 
well-separated spatially and with well-separated resonant frequencies. If those two 
conditions are not met, the two grooves will not be independent. Instead, they 
exhibit coupling, which can have an interesting effect on the observed resonant 
behavior of the grooves, and in some cases can produce a distinct resonant splitting 
effect. 
For example, we consider the case where the two grooves have the same 
geometry. If two grooves of geometry 460 x 412 J.tm are included on an 8.5 mm long 
waveguide, the shape of the resonant feature is distorted, even with 3 mm 
separating the grooves (Figure 3-27). The electric field pattern at the primary 
resonant frequency (290.6 GHz, top image) shows some energy concentration in the 
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second groove, indicating an interaction or coupling between resonant cavities 
despite the large separation. One effect of this coupling is a tiny secondary peak or 
shoulder in the transmission spectrum at 291.4 GHz (marked with an arrow, bottom 
image) . The electric field pattern at this frequency shows that energy is 
concentrated almost evenly in the two grooves, with a small predominance in the 
second groove, indicative of coupling between the two. 
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Figure 3-27 Power transmission and electric field patterns from FEM simulation for a 
two-groove waveguide with 3 mm separation between the grooves. The field patterns 
are obtained at the primary resonant frequency (290.6 GHz) and the secondary peak 
(291.4 GHz) marked with arrows in the transmission spectrum. 
A series of simulations were performed with the separation between the two 
grooves gradually decreasing (Figure 3-28 below). It is clear that as separation 
decreases, the coupling grows stronger, and the power transmission evolves in a 
complicated way. At longer separations, there is one prominent resonant feature, 
with a secondary shoulder or peak indicating a second resonance (Figure 3-28 (b)). 
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Figure 3-28 Power transmission spectra from FEM simulation for a series of two-
groove waveguides with varying separations between the grooves. The electric field 
patterns at two interesting frequencies are plotted to the left and right of the spectra, 
with the respective frequencies above each image. These frequencies are indicated 
with arrows in the spectra. The separation between grooves for each spectrum are: (a) 
one groove only, (b) 3.58 mm separation, (c) 3.08 mm, (d) 2.58 mm, (e) 2.08 mm, (f) 
1.54 mm, and (g) 0.58 mm. 
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The electric field pattern at both the primary resonance and secondary feature are 
plotted beside each transmission spectrum. It seems as though the primary 
resonance arises mostly from a single groove (either the first or second), while the 
secondary shoulder pattern shows energy confinement in both grooves. 
As the separation grows smaller, this primary-resonance-secondary-
shoulder pattern evolves into two distinct resonant features (Figure 3-28 (e), (f), 
(g)). The electric field patterns for these resonances show a conclusive coupling 
between the grooves, with both grooves involved fairly equally in both resonances. 
The geometry in which the grooves are separated by 0.58 mm is of particular 
interest (Figure 3-28 (g)). The power transmission shows two distinct resonances 
with significantly different linewidths. The low-frequency resonance has a 
frequency of 287.1 GHz and a linewidth of 3.5 GHz, giving a quality-factor of 82, 
while the high-frequency resonance has a frequency of 296.4 GHz and a linewidth of 
0.4 GHz, with a quality-factor of 741. This is significantly higher than the Q-factor 
for the original resonance (Figure 3-28 (a)), 153. This high quality resonance may 
be of particular interest in sensing applications, since increased Q allows for 
increased sensitivity. 
The electric field patterns of these two resonances are also interesting. At 
both resonant frequencies, energy is confined almost equally in both grooves. 
However, the electric field has the same polarity in both grooves for the lower-
frequency resonance, while the field has opposite polarity in the two grooves for the 
higher-frequency resonance. This bears a strong resemblance to the bonding and 
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anti-bonding modes observed in coupled plasmonic systems [105, 106], leading to 
comparisons to other coupled plasmonic systems such as whispering gallery mode 
resonators [107, 108] or photonic molecules [109]. 
Because of this, we initially hypothesized that the plasmonic coupling 
between the grooves had led to a resonant splitting effect, in which the original 
resonance has split into bonding and antibonding modes as shown in the above 
figure. However, while the "resonant splitting" terminology may be useful, a 
plasmonic explanation for the splitting is not necessary, due to the fact that mode-
matching analysis provides an adequate theoretical explanation for the 
phenomenon. Below is a comparison of the power transmission predicted by 
simulation and mode-matching analysis for this geometry, with obviously 
outstanding agreement (Figure 3-29), indicating that the origin of the resonant 
splitting is not plasmonic but due to the frequency-dependent reflection within the 
waveguide structure described by mode-matching. 
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Figure 3-29 Comparison of simulation (red) and mode-matching analysis (blue) 
power transmission spectra for the "resonant splitting" geometry in which the two 
grooves are separated by 0.58 mm. 
Despite the lack of a plasmonic origin for the resonant splitting, this two-
groove-waveguide geometry is still of considerable interest for experimental 
applications, due to the coupling between the grooves and the potential of a high -Q 
resonance that (a) has high extinction (in contrast to the very shallow grooves 
discussed in Section 3.4, which had high Q but low extinction) and (b) is not part of a 
very complex transmission spectrum (in contrast to the high-Q lines exhibited by 
the very wide grooves discussed in Section 3.4.) 
To confirm this coupling experimentally, we fabricated a waveguide with the 
geometry based on this two-groove geometry, with two 460 x 412 J.lm grooves 
0.58mm apart (as shown in Figure 3-28 in detail and discussed above). A diagram 
of the design and a photograph of the fabricated waveguide are shown below. 
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Figure 3-30 Diagram of the waveguide geometry and photograph of the fabricated 
waveguide. 
This waveguide was placed in the time-domain terahertz spectroscopy setup 
described in Section 3.3. The experimental power transmission spectrum (Figure 
3-31) looks very like the simulation and analytical results, showing both the low-
frequency "bonding" resonance and the high-frequency "anti-bonding" resonance. 
The bottom plot provides a closer look at the high-frequency peak, showing its very 
narrow linewidth of --1 GHz. 
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Figure 3-31 Experimental power transmission spectrum. (Top) The frequency range 
of interest, showing the split resonance. (Bottom right) The higher-frequency 
resonance, showcasing its narrow linewidth. 
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A comparison to the mode-matching results over the entire range of TE1 
single-mode propagation from the TE1 to TE3 cutoff frequencies (Figure 3-32) shows 
excellent agreement between experiment and theory, reproducing the two primary 
resonant features as well as the higher order mode at 401 GHz. Below the figure is a 
table (Table 3-3) with a quantitative comparison of the frequency, linewidth, and 
quality factor for the two split resonances. The slight differences between 
experiment and mode-matching analysis are most likely due to the imperfections in 
machining that cause the experimental geometry to vary from that used in the 
analysis. 
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Figure 3-32 Comparison of the experimental {red) and mode-matching analysis 
{blue) power transmission over the entire range ofTE1 single-mode propagation 
{150 to 450 GHz) for the two-grooved waveguide. 
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Frequency 1 Linewidth 1 Q1 Frequency 2 Linewidth 2 Q2 
Experiment 286.3 2.75 104 295.5 1 295 
Mode-Matching 287.0 3.41 84 296.4 0.31 956 
Table 3-3 Quantitative comparison of resonant frequencies (in GHz), linewidths (in 
GHz) and quality-factors for the experimental and mode-matching analysis results for 
the resonant splitting waveguide. 
We also performed a spacing test, similar to that performed with the single-
groove waveguides (Section 3.3 above), to confirm the dependence of the 
resonances on plate spacing along with their tunability. Figure 3-33 below shows 
the shift in the resonant frequencies that occur due to altering the plate spacing. As 
before, the simulation data is used to calibrate the spacing measurements. The 
relationship between the plate spacing and the resonant frequency reflects the 
tunability, or the ability to compensate for errors in fabrication by making changes 
to the plate spacing to obtain the desired frequency. This relationship is well-fitted 
by a second-order polynomial for both resonances (blue curves). The tunabilities 
for the two resonances are roughly equal, approximately 0.25 GHzff.lm (250 
GHzfmm). 
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Figure 3-33 Plot of the resonant frequencies of the two peaks as the plate spacing 
increases. Peak 1 is the lower-frequency resonance, Peak 2 is the higher-frequency 
resonance. Red squares and circles are the experimental data, while the blue lines 
represent polynomial fits. 
With several different two-groove geometries -- both those with independent 
channels and those that exhibit resonant splitting -- characterized experimentally 
and through simulation and mode-matching analysis, the next step is to perform 
proof-of-concept tests for the capabilities of these designs as microfluidic sensors. 
This is accomplished by filling the groove with a variety of liquids with different 
refractive indices, as done for the single-groove waveguide in Ref. [1]. A full 
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discussion of the liquid filled grooves - experiment, simulation, and theory for 
single- and multiple-groove waveguides -is given in the next section. 
3. 7. Liquid Filling 
Microfluidic sensing is an area of considerable interest at a wide range of 
frequencies, with potential applications in security, industry, academia, and 
medicine driving the search for compact and highly sensitive sensors. These 
sensors can be optimized to identify unknown materials, to detect the presence of 
particular materials, or to measure the concentration or contamination of a sample, 
among other uses. To accomplish these myriad goals, microfluidic sensors employ a 
similarly wide range of sensing methods: fluorescence, absorbance, 
chemiluminescence, and refractive index sensing being just a few [110, 111]. 
Refractive index sensing is of particular interest because of its numerous 
advantages over other methods. It is noninvasive, simple to implement, and does 
not require labels or chromophores for detection. Refractive index measurements 
are a function of concentration rather than mass or volume, giving it an advantage 
for analyzing small volumes of analytes [112]. 
The two most common detection methods for refractive index sensing are 
interferometry and resonant sensors. Interferometric systems are based on the 
difference in path length along one leg of the interferometer when an analyte is 
introduced. They provide very high resolutions in terms of the minimum detectable 
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change in refractive index, but are also complicated to implement and are primarily 
capable of measuring differences in index rather than an absolute measurement 
[113, 114]. Resonant sensors, in contrast, measure the change in resonant behavior 
when an analyte is introduced to a system, either as a change in the extinction ratio 
or more frequently as a shift in the resonant frequency. Resonant sensors have been 
implemented with a wide range of geometries, such as optical ring resonators [112], 
photonic crystals [115, 116], or microsphere resonators [117]. 
The majority of these designs operate at visible or infrared frequencies. In 
the terahertz, refractive index sensing is an undeveloped field. Many of the 
resonators mentioned in Section 3.1 have been implemented to sense thin dielectric 
layers, but the independent variable is the layer thickness rather than the index [79, 
83-86]. Aside from the grooved parallel-plate waveguide, the only other 
demonstrated terahertz resonator-based refractive index sensor is one proposal 
based on coupled-resonator photonic crystal waveguides, which is still only 
implemented in simulation [20]. In contrast, the grooved PPWG design has been 
confirmed experimentally as a high sensitivity sensor for detecting the refractive 
index of the material filling the groove [1]. In this section, work is presented 
expanding the capability of this sensor to multichannel sensing and alternate multi-
groove geometries are considered to improve the performance. 
The underlying principle of the grooved waveguide as a microfluidic sensor 
centers on the response of the resonant frequency to the presence of a liquid filling 
the groove. This was thoroughly established by both experiment and simulation in 
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Ref. [1] through the investigation of a series of test molecules: simple straight-chain 
alkanes from octane (CaHta. referred to as C8 for simplicity) through hexadecane 
(Ct6H34, referred to as C16), which have well-established refractive indices in the 
terahertz range [118]. These indices are listed in Table 3-4 below. Only alkanes 
from octane to hexadecane are used because heavier alkanes are solids at room 
temperature, while lighter alkanes evaporate too quickly for reliable measurements. 
Formula Refractive Index 
C8 CaHta 1.3919 
C9 C9H2o 1.3997 
C10 CtoHzz 1.4056 
Cll CuH24 1.4108 
C12 CtzHz6 1.4154 
C13 C13H2a 1.4196 
C14 C14H3o 1.4224 
C15 CtsH32 1.4256 
C16 Ct6H34 1.4285 
Table 3-4 List of refractive indices of the straight-chain alkanes at terahertz 
frequencies. 
When the groove is filled by a dielectric liquid such as a straight-chain alkane, 
the resonant frequency shifts by an amount proportional to the refractive index of 
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the liquid. Figure 3-34 below is an example, showing the shift in the resonant 
frequency for the range of straight-chain alkanes. 
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Figure 3-34 Plot of the shift in the resonant frequency versus refractive index for a 
range of straight-chain alkanes. Solid red circles are experimental data, while the blue 
circles are the results from simulation. Open circles represent the case of an exact fill, 
while the solid circles represent the case of a slight over-fill of 9 J.lm. The blue lines are 
linear fits of the data. Inset: The shift in resonant frequency versus refractive index 
over a wide range of indices. From Ref. [1]. 
Simulation results indicate that this linear relationship is true only for small 
ranges of refractive indices; the overall trend is of a quadratic dependence of 
resonant frequency on refractive index (inset to Figure 3-34). In additional, 
simulation results also demonstrated the importance of the accuracy of the filling 
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mechanism. The experimental measurements (red circles) were inconsistent with 
simulation results that assumed a perfect fill, in which the liquid comes to the top of 
the groove with no overfilling (blue open circles). An overfill of 9 MID is required to 
agree with experimental data (blue solid circles), indicating that any sensing 
applications must be able to control the fill volume with high precision. 
A more thorough understanding of the effects of a dielectric filling in the 
groove on the resonant frequency can be obtained by extending the mode-matching 
analysis described above in Section 3.5. 
3.7.1. Mode Matching for a Dielectric-filled Groove 
The mode-matching technique has essentially the same form when applied to 
a waveguide with a dielectric-filled groove as to a waveguide with an empty groove 
(or even an ungrooved waveguide): it calculates the reflection and transmission into 
various modes of the waveguide sections, based on the impedances and the overlap 
of the mode patterns. To incorporate a dielectric filling into the waveguide, those 
impedances and mode patterns must be recalculated to reflect the influence the fill 
has on the electric field inside the waveguide. 
The mode patterns and impedances in the ungrooved sections are unchanged 
from the original TEt equations (Equations [3-19] and [3-21] in Section 3.5 above). 
The grooved waveguide section can be treated as essentially a TEt waveguide 
partially filled with a dielectric, and its mode patterns can be derived from those of a 
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partially-filled rectangular waveguide whose transverse dimension is extended to 
infinity. This approach has been used previously to study TEM mode parallel-plate 
waveguides that are completely filled with a silicon slab [119]. 
The analytic solution of a partially-filled PPWG requires the use of hybrid TE 
modes, as pure TE modes no longer satisfy the boundary conditions due to the 
influence of the dielectric. Hybrid TE modes are field configurations that combine 
TE and TM modes in order to satisfy these boundary conditions. The mathematics 
of hybrid TE modes, particularly for partially-filled rectangular waveguides, are 
discussed in detail in Ref. [91]. 
A diagram of the cross-section of the grooved waveguide is shown below. 
For this analysis, the relevant parameters are the plate spacing b and the height of 
the liquid fill h relative to the bottom plate. The zero of they-axis is set to be the top 
plate of the waveguide to match the previous mode-matching formalism 6• 
y=O 
y 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - y = b-h 
dielectric 
y=b 
Figure 3-35 Diagram of the cross-section of a grooved waveguide with a dielectric fill. 
6 The equations in Ref. 91 (Balanis, Advanced Engineering Electromagnetics) are constructed 
withy= 0 at the bottom of the dielectric fill. The coordinates must be transformed to compare the 
equations directly to those in this thesis. 
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The hybrid mode solutions for this waveguide are derived from the 
fundamental expressions for electric and magnetic field components forTE modes: 
E az 
0 1 ( az ) _. __ --+ 2 F. } WJ1E ay2 {3 y 
[3-42] 
E ax 
In these equations, Fy is they component of the vector potential and satisfies 
the scalar wave equation. The general form of Fy is given below: 
[3-43] 
For partially-filled dielectric waveguide, the fields for the dielectric-filled 
portion and the free space portion have different vector potentials, so two different 
expressions for Fyare required (Fyd and Fl respectively). 
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[3-44] 
x [cff cos Pyd(b- y) 
[Cf cos PxoX + Df sin PxoX] [3-45] 
X [ c~ cos PyoY + D~ sin PyoY ]A 0 e-j Pzz 
The various phase constants above are related by the following equations: 
[3-46] 
P 2 2 {3 2 p 2 {3 2 o = w JloEo = xo + yo + z [3-47] 
In particular, the phase constants in the z-direction CPzJ are the same for 
both portions, necessary so that two parts of the electric field propagate together. 
To obtain the hybrid mode solutions, we apply a set of boundary conditions 
to these equations. Initially we use the boundary conditions specified in Ref. [91] 
for the dielectric-filled rectangular waveguide of height band width a, which we will 
later adapt to the dielectric-filled parallel-plate waveguide by setting a equal to 
infinity. 
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The boundary conditions for the longitudinal electric and magnetic field 
components are: 
Ef(x = 0) = Ef(x =a) = 0 £3-481 
E2(x = 0) = E2(x = a) = 0 (3-491 
Ef(y = b) = 0 £3-501 
E2(y = 0) = 0 £3-511 
Ef(y = b- h) = E2(y = b- h) l3-521 
Hf(y = b- h) = H2(y = b- h) l3-531 
The boundary conditions for the transverse electric and magnetic field 
components are given below: 
Eff(x = 0) = Eff(x =a) = 0 
E~(x = 0) = E~(x = a) = 0 
E~(y =b)= 0 
E~(y = 0) = 0 
[3-54] 
(3-55] 
(3-56] 
(3-57] 
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Eff(y = b- h) E~(y = b- h) [3-58] 
Hff(y = b- h) = H~(y = b- h) [3-59] 
These conditions ensure that the electric fields are normal to the metal sides 
of the waveguide and that the relevant electric and magnetic field components are 
continuous at the surface of the dielectric. 
Using these boundary conditions we can refine the expressions for Fy and 
obtain the solutions for the electric and magnetic field components. We start with 
the boundary conditions for longitudinal components, specifically Equation [3-49]. 
EJ(x = 0) = 0 
Eo ax 
EJ(x = 0) 
1 0 . 0 
= --Pxo[-Cl Sin 0 + D1 cos 0] Eo . 
=0 
Similarly, 
EJ(x =a)= 0 
E~(x = a) 
- 1 0 . 
- --Pxo[-Cl SinPxoa] 
Eo 
mn 
~Pxo =-
a 
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The same procedure with Equation [3-48] yields identical expressions for 
Pxd andDf. 
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Boundary condition [3-50] can be handled similarly. 
Ef(y =b)= 0 
x [cf cosf3yd(b- y) + Df sinf3yd(b- y)] 
1 
Ef(y =b)= --Pxd[-cf sinf3xdx] 
Ed 
~ ct =O 
The boundary condition [3-51] yields the same result. We choose this step 
to extend the rectangular waveguide to the parallel-plate waveguide by setting a 
equal to infinity. This in turn reduces Px to zero and simplifies the potential Fy. We 
also simplify by combining the constants into one amplitude term. 
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[3-60] 
[3-61] 
At this point, we move from the longitudinal fields to the transverse fields, 
evaluating the boundary conditions for Ex, Ey, Hx, etc. Many of these conditions 
(Equations [3-54) to [3-57]) are already fulfilled by the equations in their current 
form. Equation [3-58) leads to a relationship between the amplitudes ofthe fields in 
the dielectric and free-space regions of the waveguide. 
Ef(y = b- h) = E~(y = b -h) 
E az d y=b-h Eo az y=b-h 
[3-62] 
The last boundary condition left to consider is Equation [3-53). 
Hf(y = b- h) = H~(y = b- h) 
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(3-63] 
We can remove the amplitude terms by dividing Equation [3-63] by Equation 
[3-62]. 
By substituting the phase constant identities (Equations [3-46] and [3-47]) 
we can obtain a single transcendental equation that is only a function of {Jz. 
(3-65] 
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To obtain the phase constants for the modes of this waveguide, we solve this 
transcendental equation numerically. Both real and imaginary solutions should be 
found to account for both propagating and attenuating modes. This process is 
nontrivial and is demonstrated in the annotated MATLAB code in Appendix A. 
Once we have determined the phase constants, we have complete equations 
for the electric field pattern within the partially dielectric-filled parallel-plate 
waveguide. 
[3-66] 
[3-67] 
To obtain the normalized modal field patterns <I>d and <1>0, we replace the 
constant expression - j PzA d /Ed with a normalization factor N, where N is obtained 
by integrating the electric field intensity over the entire height of the waveguide. 
N 
1 [3-68] 
!!:. _sin 2Pydh + ( sin Pydh ) 2 (b - h _sin Pyo(b- h)) 
2 4Pyd sin Pyo(b - h) 2 4Pyo 
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Thus the normalized modal field patterns <J>d and <J>O can be expressed as: 
<Dd = N sinPyd(b- y) [3-69] 
[3-70] 
For mode-matching analysis, in addition to these modal field patterns we 
also require expressions for the impedance. For a parallel-plate waveguide, the 
impedance can be expressed as a ratio of the transverse electric and magnetic fields: 
[3-71] 
We can evaluate this using the expressions derived above. 
[3-72] 
WJ.ld [3-74] 
-----+ zd = --Pz 
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The expression for impedance reduces to the same as that for the empty 
waveguide (Equation [3-21 ]). The same result is obtained for the impedance of the 
free-space portion of the dielectric-filled waveguide. 
Now that we have expressions for both the modal field pattern and the 
impedance, we can use the {Jz solutions to Equation [3-65] to evaluate these 
expressions for various modes of the waveguide. Figure 3-36 below shows the 
resulting mode patterns for an example grooved waveguide with a dielectric liquid 
filling the groove. 
b 
Figure 3-36 Electric field patterns for the TE1 to TE4 modes of the partially 
dielectric-filled parallel-plate waveguide. The dielectric in this case is C14, for a 
waveguide of spacing 1.409 mm and has a 412 J.Lm high fill. The mode patterns 
are obtained at 270 GHz but have only a small freqeuency dependence. 
These mode patterns clearly show that the general shapes of the modes are 
similar to the TE modes of the empty waveguide (Figure [3-2] in Section 3.2), but 
there is a concentration of the propagating energy in the dielectric portion, as one 
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might expect. The patterns above are calculated at 270 GHz; unlike the TE modes of 
the empty waveguide there is a frequency dependence in the modal patterns, but 
the effect is small and is due to the frequency dependence of the phase constant Pz. 
The mode patterns above and the impedances in Equation [3-74] can then be 
used to perform mode-matching analysis as described in Section 3.5. The only 
difference occurs when calculating the mode overlap matrix M (Equation [3-23]). 
Both the dielectric and free-space portions of the waveguide must be considered in 
the integral: 
lb-h la M (m, n) = <D1n <D~m dy + <D1n <D~m dy 
0 b-h 
(3-75] 
where <l>1n is modal field pattern for the nth mode of the ordinary TE 
waveguide and <l>2m is the pattern for the mth mode of the partially liquid-filled 
waveguide described here. Since the field patterns for the liquid-filled waveguide 
are also defined in terms of sine functions, there is still an analytical evaluation of M. 
In Equation [3-75] above, there is assumed to be a slight overfill, i.e. b-h <a. 
In this case the integral must be completed in two parts, one calculating the overlap 
between the empty waveguide and the free-space portion of the dielectric-filled 
waveguide (y=O to y=b-h) and another calculating the overlap between the empty 
waveguide and the dielectric portion (y=b-h to y=a). If the groove is instead 
underfilled (b-h >a), only the first integration is necessary. 
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We can use this mode-matching analysis to consider the performance of the 
grooved parallel-plate waveguide as a microfluidic sensor and to explore the 
potential of a two-grooved sensor. 
For example, a waveguide with a groove of 457 by 406 J.lm filled with 
materials with a wide range of refractive indices can be analyzed with mode-
matching analysis (Figure 3-37), yielding a quadratic dependence of the resonant 
shift on the index, as predicted by simulation in Figure 3-34. 
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Figure 3-37 Plot of the shift in the resonant frequency for a groove of dimensions 457 
by 406 J.LID when filled exactly to the top by dielectrics of varying refractive index. 
These resonance shifts were calculated with the groove perfectly filled by the 
dielectric - 406 J.lm of liquid in a 406 J.lm deep groove. We can also use mode-
matching analysis to investigate the dependence of the resonant shift on the filling 
level in the groove (h in Figure 3-35). By starting with an empty groove and 
calculating the resonant frequency for the groove containing C14 (index n = 1.4224) 
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at a series of fill heights from 0 IJ-ffi to 406 /J-ill, and continuing to overfill to 600 IJ-m, 
we can create a curve that we can later use to calibrate the relationship between the 
fill height and the volume in the groove, which is more easily controlled 
experimentally (Figure 3-38). 
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Figure 3-38 Plot of the shift in resonant frequency versus the height of the C14 filling 
the groove. A light blue dashed line marks the height of a perfect fill, 406 J.lffi. 
This curve indicates that there is a minimum fill height necessary to produce 
a measurable shift in the resonant frequency. It also indicates a roughly linear 
dependence on fill height once this minimum level has been reached. This linear 
dependence continues far beyond the point of perfect filling, which is 
experimentally unrealistic - the groove would begin to overflow at some point and 
the response would saturate. As it stands, this curve will be quite useful for 
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calibration. Experimental fills are measured in volume, rather than fill height, and 
by filling the groove with a particular volume and matching its response to a point 
on the curve in Figure 3-38 above, the relationship between fill height and volume 
can be determined and the sensor calibrated for future experiments. 
Another curve that will be useful for matching to experiment is the 
dependence of the resonant shift on the plate spacing. Previous figures have 
demonstrated the dependence of the resonant frequency of the empty waveguide on 
the plate spacing (Figure 3-10 in Section 3.3, Figure 3-21 in Section 3.5.3, and Figure 
3-33 in Section 3.6.2). It follows that the resonant frequency when the groove is 
filled would also depend on the spacing. However, mode-matching analysis allows 
us to determine whether the shift, the difference in those two frequencies, also 
depends on the plate spacing. The result is plotted in Figure 3-39 below over the 
range of plate spacings for which mode-matching has been shown to be accurate. 
This figure demonstrates the importance of accurate determination of the 
plate spacing, because it will have a tremendous effect on the resonant shift 
observed for a particular refractive index. 
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Figure 3-3 9 (Top) Resonant frequency vs. plate spacing for an empty groove (blue) 
and a groove filled with C14 (red). The difference between these two is the resonant 
shift. (Bottom) Resonant shift vs. plate spacing. 
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These results illustrate the value of mode-matching analysis for 
characterizing of the grooved parallel-plate waveguide microfluidic sensor. It can 
also be used to characterize PPWG sensors with two grooves, either in independent 
multichannel operation or with operation based on the resonant splitting of two 
similar grooves. 
3. 7.2. Multichannel Liquid Filling 
The multichannel sensor design - two grooves, one of dimensions 711 by 
406 ).LID and the other 457 by 406 J.LID --was presented earlier in Section 3.6.1 and 
the lack of coupling between the two grooves was established through simulation 
and experiment. To prove multichannel operation, we must demonstrate that this 
independence extends to the resonant shifts observed when the grooves are filled. 
Initially, we demonstrate the possibility using mode-matching analysis. By 
filling one groove with a range of materials (such as straight-chain alkanes) and 
filling the other groove with a constant material (C14), we can show that each 
resonance only depends on the material in the respective groove with no crosstalk 
between them. These results are shown below in Figure 3-40, with the resonant 
shift plotted against the varying refractive index. 
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Figure 3-40 (Top) Mode-matching analysis of the multichannel waveguide in which 
Groove 1 (711 by 406 J.Lm) is filled with C14 and Groove 2 (457 by 406 J.Lm) is filled 
with a range of alkanes. The resonant shifts of both grooves relative to the empty 
waveguide are plotted vs. the varying index in Groove 2. (Bottom) Similar, but with 
the varying index in Groove 1. 
These results clearly show that each groove is independent, as the filling 
material in one groove has no effect on the resonance arising from the other. 
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With mode-matching analysis supporting the independent sensing operation 
of two grooves in the multichannel waveguide design, we conducted experimental 
tests to confirm this by independently measuring the shift of each resonant 
frequency caused by filling the grooves with a series of straight-chain alkanes. 
These experimental tests were performed with the time-domain THz 
spectroscopy setup described in previous Section 3.3. The waveguide was 
fabricated with the geometry described in Section 3.6.1 and illustrated in Figure 
3-23 (actual fabrication geometry of Groove 1 is 711 by 406 !liD and Groove 2 is 45 7 
by 406!-Lm). However, a special design is required to accommodate the liquid filling. 
In previous experiments, the waveguides were essentially a two-dimensional 
design, extended out to several centimeters in the transverse direction in order to 
exceed the width of the input beam. The grooves in these waveguides are open 
channels, which cannot be filled with liquid without leakage from the ends. There is 
also no convenient way to introduce the liquid into the grooves due to them being 
covered by the top plate of the waveguide. 
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To correct these problems, a waveguide design such as the one shown below 
is employed: 
Groove 1 I I Groove 2 
711 urn 457 urn 
2.08mm 
Figure 3-41 Photographs and diagram of the multichannel waveguide geometry. Note 
the grooves that do not extend across the entire waveguide, and the bottom plate that 
exceeds the width of the top plate for ease of access to the grooves. 
The grooves are of constant depth across the width of the propagation region 
of the waveguide, but they grow shallower and disappear at the edges of the 
waveguide beyond the region of propagation. This alteration turns the grooves into 
effective fluid channels. Also, the bottom plate of the waveguide extends a 
significant distance beyond the top plate, allowing easy access to the channel for 
filling. 
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The filling is accomplished through the use of high-precision microliter 
syringes. While previous experiments involved a complicated laser leveling system 
to ensure a consistent fill volume [1], in this experiment we relied upon high-
precision syringes to give a consistent, repeatable fill volume to within 0.05 )lL, very 
small compared to the total volume of the grooves ( -10 )lL each). In order to find a 
maximum fill level, the grooves were gradually filled with C14 by increments of 0.25 
JlL for Groove 1 and 0.1 JlL for Groove 2 (Figure 3-42). As the volume of liquid in the 
groove increased, there was initially no change in the resonant behavior until a 
certain minimum filling level was obtained (approximately 6 JlL for Groove 1 and 3 
JlL for Groove 2), at which point the resonance begins shifting to lower frequencies. 
The degree of this resonant shift increases in a roughly linear fashion until the 
groove begins to overflow and the response saturates. In order to ensure 
reproducibility and avoid over-filling, we choose a consistent volume just below the 
point of overflow/saturation of 11.5 JlL for Groove 1 and 8.5 JlL for Groove 2 for all 
further data sets. 
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Figure 3-42 Plots of the shift in the resonant frequency for Groove 1 (top) and Groove 
2 (bottom) as they are filled with C14. The dashed lines mark the optimum fill levels 
for the maximum resonant shift without overflow. 
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To avoid cross-contamination of fluids, a designated syringe was used for 
each liquid, and then cleaned after use. Between each data set the waveguide was 
disassembled and cleaned using hexane (C6Ht4) to remove any residue. Because this 
cleaning technique requires the waveguide to be disassembled, we must 
compensate for small variations in the plate spacing that occur when the waveguide 
is reassembled and reinserted into the setup. To do this, a scan is taken with the 
waveguide empty before each liquid fill trial. Then the syringe is inserted into the 
grooves and the liquid is injected. The resonance shift caused by the liquid is 
calculated from the difference in frequency for a particular resonant feature in the 
filled vs. unfilled groove data sets. 
Once the ideal filling volumes have been determined, the next step is to test 
the independence of the two channels and refractive-index dependence of the shifts 
in resonant frequency due to liquid filling. Data sets were obtained for several 
combinations of two fluids in the two grooves, using various alkanes. To begin with, 
we select two alkanes as test materials: ClO and C14. These are heavy enough that 
evaporation is not a concern, and their resonance shifts are different enough to be 
easily distinguishable. 
When both grooves are filled with C14, both resonances change by a 
considerable amount relative to the empty waveguide (Figure 3-43). The resonant 
shifts are marked with arrows to illustrate clearly how this is measured 
experimentally. 
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Figure 3-43 Experimental power transmission spectra for the empty waveguide 
(orange) and the waveguide with both grooves filled with C14 (blue). The resonant 
shifts are marked with red arrows. 
As the next test, transmission spectra were compared for three filling 
scenarios: (1) C14 in both grooves (Figure 3-44 blue curves) (2) ClO in Groove 1 
and C14 in Groove 2 (Figure 3-44 (top), red) and (3) C14 in Groove 1 and C10 in 
Groove 2 (Figure 3-44(bottom), red). In Figure 3-44, each experimental data set 
differs only in the filling material of one of the grooves, while each pair of 
transmission spectra differs only in the frequency of the resonance arising from that 
groove. This clearly demonstrates the independent nature of the resonances. When 
the same groove is filled with C14 in two different experimental sets, the resonances 
overlap with very little variation. Table 3-5 illustrates this independence 
quantitatively by comparing the shifts in resonant frequency for each groove and for 
each alkane fill. The small offset visible in the overlap of the spectra in Figure 3-44 
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is a result of the differences in the resonances for the empty PPWG as discussed 
earlier- the resonance shifts are almost identical. 
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Figure 3-44 Power transmission spectra for the PPWG with alkanes filling both 
grooves. In both plots, blue curves represent the transmission when both grooves 
are filled with C14. (top) Red curve: Groove 1 filled with C10, Groove 2 filled with 
C14. (bottom) Red curve: Groove 1 filled with C14, Groove 2 filled with C10. 
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Material in Groove 1 Freq. Shift of Material in Groove 2 Freq. Shift of 
Resonance 1 (GHz) Resonance 2 (GHz) 
CIO 30.3 C14 20.4 
C14 35.0 C14 20.5 
C14 35.7 CIO 16.6 
Table 3-5 Frequency shifts for the spectra presented m Figure 3-44 
To extend this test, we expand our test liquids to include the full range of 
alkanes from C8-C16. For one series of data sets, Groove 1 was filled with a 
substance from the C8-C16 alkanes, while C14 filled Groove 2. By using a consistent 
substance in one groove, its resonant peak could be monitored to see if it was 
affected by the filling fluid in the other groove. The same method was applied in a 
second series of data sets with the constant material, C14, in Groove 1 and the range 
of C8-C16 in Groove 2. Figure 3-45 summarizes these results. We observe that for 
the groove with the variable liquid filling, the shift in the resonant frequency 
increases as the refractive index increases, whereas the frequency shift from the 
groove with a consistent filling material stays constant. 
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Figure 3-45 Plots of the shift in resonant frequency caused by liquid filling in the 
grooves vs. refractive index of the liquid. (Top) Groove 1 is consistently filled with 
C14 while Groove 2 is filled with varying alkanes, and the shifts of both resonances 
are plotted versus the index of the material in Groove 2. (Bottom) Groove 2 is 
consistently filled with C14 while the material in Groove 1 varies and the shifts are 
plotted versus the index of the material in Groove 1. The dotted lines indicate linear 
fits of the data. 
We note that the two grooves have somewhat different sensitivities to small 
changes in the refractive index of the filling liquid. In particular, the frequency shifts 
are higher for Groove 1 (the larger groove) than for Groove 2, although both grooves 
display a roughly linear relationship between resonant shift and refractive index. 
Similar to our earlier work [1], this type of sensor has a high sensitivity as expressed 
in the resonance shift per refractive index unit (RIU). Using linear fits (dashed lines) , 
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for the range of index values spanned by the liquid alkanes the sensitivity is f:..// t:..n = 
225 GHz/RIU for Groove 1 and t:..fj t:..n = 170 GHz/RIU for Groove 2. Converting 
frequency into wavelength gives a sensitivity of f:..'A./ t:..n = 1.21x106 nm/RIU for 
Groove 1, and f:..'A./ t:..n = 6.77x105 nm/RIU for Groove 2. These values are slightly 
higher than the measurement of 3.7x10 5 nm/RIU for the single-channel sensor, 
indicating no loss in sensitivity due to multiplexing [1]. These values are more than 
an order of magnitude higher than the previous highest (theoretical) value reported, 
that of a photonic-crystal-based THz microfluidic sensor [20]. From these 
sensitivities and the standard deviations of the experimental data (Figure 3-45, 
error bars), we estimate the minimum detectable RI difference to be t:..n- 10-2 RIU, 
while the theoretical resolution as limited by the spectral resolution of the time-
domain THz system (0.6 GHz) would be on the order of 10-3 RIU. 
We compare this experimental sensitivity to that predicted by mode-
matching analysis using the techniques described in Section 3.7.1 above. To do this 
we must first calibrate the height of the fill in each groove - while we know the 
volume to high accuracy, we need to translate this into a height in microns. We do 
this by averaging all data sets with C14 in Groove 1 to obtain the most precise 
measurement for the resonant shift (34.3 GHz), and then by obtaining the predicted 
shift for a wide range of fill heights (from empty at 0 f-Lm to a perfect fill of 406 f-Lm to 
an overfill of 500 f-Lm) and matching the resonant response, using plots similar to 
that in Figure 3-38. For the 711 x 406 f-Lm groove, a fill height of 354 f-Lm is required 
to match the 34.3 GHz resonant shift, meaning that a fill of 11.5 f-LL leads to a slight 
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underfill of the groove. The same procedure is done for Groove 2, requiring a slight 
overfill of 419 J...Lm to match the 19.4 GHz resonant shift. With these fill heights, we 
perform mode-matching analysis with all the various material fills in the two 
grooves to match the experimental data sets and plot the results in Figure 3-46 
(solid green lines.) The sensitivities predicted by mode-matching analysis are 
slightly lower, 103 GHz/RIU for Groove 1 and 94 GHz/RIU for Groove 2, but the 
general trends agree reasonably well with the experimental data. 
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Figure 3-46 Plots of the shift in resonant frequency caused by liquid filling in the 
grooves vs. refractive index of the liquid. Squares are experimental data, dashed 
lines are linear fits to the data, and the solid green lines are the results from mode-
matching analysis. 
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In order for this system to serve as a useful microfluidic sensor, several 
experimental issues remain to be addressed. The relationships of resonance shift to 
varying refractive index in the plots above are not precisely linear to within the 
error bars though they show a clear linear trend, while the "unchanging" resonance 
does exhibit some fluctuation between the different data sets. These fluctuations in 
the data could have occurred due to several factors. Since the waveguide is 
disassembled after each data set for cleaning, it may not be reassembled in exactly 
the same manner, causing slight variations in the plate spacing and alignment which 
correspond in turn to slight variations in the observed resonant shift. The effects of 
evaporation must also be taken into consideration for the lighter alkanes C8, C9, and 
C10. To minimize evaporation effects a shorter time window was sometimes 
employed, but this limited the spectral resolution of the measured transmission 
spectra. In addition, the fill volume must be controlled very carefully and small 
variations could result in considerable fluctuation in the resonant shift for near-full 
volumes. 
These factors will all be important for any industrial or experimental 
implementation of the PPWG multichannel sensor geometry, particularly the 
repeatability of the fill volume. Many of these issues could be avoided by including 
an enclosed liquid channel in the structure, for example with a thin Teflon cap 
covering the resonator to prevent evaporation and provide a well-defined fill 
volume, and improvements in the repeatability of this system are an obvious goal 
for further work on multichannel sensing using a grooved PPWG. 
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3.7.3. Resonant Splitting Sensor 
We also consider the performance of a sensor based on the resonant splitting 
design presented in Section 3.6.2, with two grooves of identical 460 by 412 J..lm 
geometry separated by 0.58 mm (diagram in Figure 3-30). Because the resonance 
features of this design arise from both grooves equally, the potential of this sensor is 
less intuitively obvious than that of the multichannel design. Here we use mode-
matching analysis to test the response of the sensor to dielectric materials in one or 
both grooves. 
First, we analyze the case where only one groove at a time is filled with a 
dielectric while the other is empty. Figure 3-47 below shows the power 
transmission for three such examples, in which both grooves are empty (blue), in 
which one groove is filled with a material with an index of 1.3 (red), and in which 
one groove is filled with a material of index 1.45 (green). The results are identical 
regardless of which groove it is being filled. 
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Figure 3-4 7 Power transmission spectra from mode-matching analysis for the 
resonant-splitting waveguide sensor. Curves are for the case in which both grooves 
are empty (blue), one groove is filled with a material of index 1.3 (red), and one 
groove is filled with a material of index 1.45 (green). 
The curves indicate that both resonances shift to lower frequencies when one 
groove is filled, but with a stronger dependence in the lower-frequency resonant 
feature. This result can be explored by plotting the resonant frequencies of both 
features over the range of refractive indices filling the groove (Figure 3-48). The 
high-frequency resonance demonstrates a linear relationship with the refractive 
index, while the low-frequency resonance has a quadratic relationship similar to 
that of the single groove. 
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Figure 3-48 Resonant frequency of the lower-frequency resonance (blue) and the 
higher-frequency resonance (red) when one groove is filled with materials with a 
range of refractive indices. 
To fully compare the performance to the experimental tests of the single 
groove and multichannel waveguides, we also obtain results from mode-matching 
analysis specifically for the straight-chain alkane test materials. The shifts in the 
resonant frequencies of both peaks when one groove is filled with each alkane in 
turn are plotted in Figure 3-49 below. 
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Figure 3-49 Plot of the shift in frequency vs. refractive index for both the low-
frequency (blue squares) and high-frequency (red circles) resonances when one 
groove is filled with a series of alkanes. The black line is a linear fit of the shift in the 
low-frequency resonance. 
A linear fit of the resonant shifts for the lower-frequency resonance yields an 
estimate for the sensitivity of the resonant-splitting waveguide with one groove 
filled: 89 GHz/RIU. 
It is also possible to employ the resonant-splitting waveguide as a sensor 
with both grooves filled, either with the same or with different materials. We first 
consider the case where both grooves are filled with the same material, with a wide 
range of refractive indices. Figure 3-50 plots the power transmission spectra for 
both grooves empty (blue), filled with a material of index 1.3 (red), and filled with a 
material of index 1.45 (green.) 
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Figure 3-50 Power transmission spectra from mode-matching analysis for the 
resonant-splitting waveguide sensor. Curves are for the case in which both grooves 
are empty (blue), both grooves are filled with a material of index 1.3 (red), and both 
grooves are filled with a material of index 1.45 (green). 
As before, both resonances shift due to the dielectric filling. However, in this 
case it is the higher-frequency resonance that exhibits a stronger dependence on the 
refractive index, causing the two resonances to increasingly overlap for higher 
indices. This relationship is clearly visible in the plot of both resonant frequencies 
versus the refractive index filling both grooves (Figure 3-51). Contrary to the 
situation where only one groove was filled, when both grooves are filled both 
resonances show a quadratic dependence on the refractive index, with the higher-
frequency resonance exhibiting a stronger dependence. 
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Figure 3-51 Resonant frequency of the lower-frequency resonance (blue) and the 
higher-frequency resonance (red) when both grooves are filled with materials with a 
range of refractive indices. 
We again consider the specific case of the straight-chain alkanes. When both 
grooves are filled with the same alkane, both resonances exhibit a roughly linear 
dependence on refractive index, with a slightly steeper relationship for the higher-
frequency resonance. The shifts in the resonant frequencies of both peaks w hen 
both grooves are filled with each alkane in turn are plotted in Figure 3-52 below. 
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Figure 3-52 Plot of the shift in frequency vs. refractive index for both the low-
frequency (blue squares) and high-frequency (red circles) resonances when both 
grooves are filled with a series of alkanes. The black lines are linear fits. 
Linear fits of the resonant shifts for both resonances yield an estimate for the 
sensitivity of the resonant-splitting waveguide with both grooves filled with the 
same material: 86 GHz/RIU for the low-frequency resonance and 103 GHz/RIU for 
the high-frequency resonance. 
The sensitivities obtained for the resonant-splitting waveguide sensor are on 
the order of the sensitivities predicted by mode-matching analysis for the 
multichannel design and significantly lower than those observed experimentally for 
the multichannel sensor. However, this is balanced by the increased resolution of 
the system. The resolution of a resonant sensor is determined in part by the 
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smallest change in resonant frequency that is measurable, which is in turn a 
function of the linewidth of the resonance - the narrower the resonance, the smaller 
the change that can be detected, and so the smaller a change in refractive index that 
can be measured. While the resonant-splitting sensor may not have has only a 103 
GHz/RIU sensitivity compared to the 225 GHz/RIU sensitivity observed for the 711 
by 406 )..liD groove, the linewidth for that particular resonant feature is only 1 GHz as 
compared to 8.3 GHz, so the refractive index resolution will in fact be several times 
greater. 
As a result, we conclude that the resonant-splitting waveguide design has 
significant potential as a sensor. Further work would obviously include 
experimental verification of its performance, optimization of the two-groove design, 
and adaptation towards real-world implementation similar to that required of the 
multichannel waveguide sensor. 
Chapter 4 
Conclusions 
In this dissertation, the properties and capabilities of the metal wire 
waveguide and parallel-plate waveguide were investigated using a combination of 
experimental data, finite element method simulation, and mode-matching analysis. 
For the metal wire waveguide, the large beam extent was shown to result in 
increased coupling over a range of geometries. End -to-end coupling of wire 
waveguide sections was shown to be significant, even at very large separations 
between the two sections, and could be improved by the inclusion of a lens in the 
gap. The wire waveguide also exhibits a high tolerance for angular offsets between 
waveguide sections. A mirror was demonstrated as an effective high-transmission 
method for 90° directional changes. Long gradual bends were also investigated for 
achieving directional changes, with optimal transmission observed at a radius of 
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curvature on the same order as the spatial extent of the propagating beam. As a 
result, the formalism for the bending loss on a curved wire waveguide was refined. 
These results have implications for future applications of wire waveguides, in terms 
of optimizing coupling and achieving directional changes by incorporating a mirror 
or by choosing the optimal bending radius. 
The superfocusing ofterahertz radiation at the end of a tapered wire 
waveguide was also investigated through experiment and simulation. The axial 
component of the electric field was demonstrated to have three-dimensional 
subwavelength confinement (A./100). The presence of the measuring probe was 
determined to have a significant effect on the measured confinement, which has 
significant implications for the use of the tapered wire as a near-field imaging probe. 
Future near-field imaging implementations should also consider the use of the axial 
field component, due to its superior confinement characteristics in comparison to 
the radial component. 
The grooved TE-mode parallel-plate waveguide was also studied in depth. 
Experimental data provided a framework for determining the origin of the observed 
resonant behavior ofthe waveguide. Mode-matching analysis proved to be a 
powerful technique for analyzing the behavior of the grooved PPWG, including 
when the groove is filled with a dielectric for sensing applications. Designs of the 
PPWG with two grooves were studied, both in coupled and non-coupled 
configurations. When the two grooves are not coupled, they act as independent 
channels for microfluidic sensing. When the grooves are coupled, splitting of the 
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resonance can be observed. Both the coupled and non-coupled two-groove 
geometries were proposed as high-sensitivity microfluidic sensors. The 
multichannel (non-coupled) design was experimentally demonstrated to have two 
independent sensing channels. The resonant splitting (coupled) design was shown 
through mode-matching analysis to have comparable sensitivity and high 
resolution. Future work with the grooved parallel-plate waveguide includes 
improving the repeatability of the experimental procedure, improving the 
sensitivity and resolution, expanding the range of testing materials, and moving 
towards real-world sensing applications. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix is the annotated MATLAB code for calculating the 
transmission through a grooved PPWG with a dielectric filling by mode-matching 
analysis. This code is modular so the geometry can be easily modified. The parts of 
the code are (1) the overall/ control program, (2) calculation of the transmission 
matrix for a groove, (3) function to calculate the p z solutions for the modes in the 
dielectric-filled waveguide (Equation [3-65]), ( 4) calculation of the transmission 
matrix for a flat waveguide section (such as that between grooves), and (5) a 
subroutine to calculate the star product of two transmission matrices. 
Code 1: Overall Program 
Victoria Astley 04/2012 
~ This model calculates the transmission through a TE-mode PPWG with a 
~ groove filled with a dielectric . 
~ Parameters include the waveguide geometry , frequency , the index of 
%the dielectric filling material , and the number of modes used in the 
-~ calculation 
~Universal variables 
freq = 200e9 : . 1e9 : 310e9 ; %frequency range 
K 44 ; ~modes in small waveguide 
L = 46 ; %modes in large waveguide 
~ Range of indices in each groove . Each row is a different run of the 
c loop . In this example , both are empty and then both are full of C14 
indexrange = [1 . 00 1 . 00 ; 1 . 4224 1 . 4224] ; 
9Groove 1 
Define geometry and fill level 
~ a is the spacing in the waveguide as a whole 
%b is the effective spacing in the grooved section (a + groove depth) 
~ h is the height of the dielectric fill in the groove . In this case it 
%is a perfect fill , but this is not necessary 
zwidth1 is the width of the groove 
a1 1 . 000e - 3 ; 
b1 1 . 406e - 3 ; 
h1 b1 - a1 ; 
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zwidthl = 7lle-6 ; 
vOistance to Groove 2 
~ zbetween is the distance between grooves 
abetween is the plate spacing in this ungrooved section 
zbetween 2 . 08e-3 ; 
abetween l . OOOe-3 ; 
vGroove 2 
~ similar to Groove 1 
a2 l . OOOe - 3 ; 
b2 = 1 . 406e-3 ; 
h2 = b2-a2 ; 
zwidth2 457e - 6 ; 
~ Groove 3 
%and so on for other grooves , limited only by computingpower 
~ Loop over each index fill combination 
° Find out how many loops are required . 
indsize = size(indexrange ); %gives answer as rows x columns . 
is # runs of the loop 
ncount = 0 ; 
# rows 
%First loop - calculations are done for all combinations of dielectric 
%filling (empty , one full , both full , etc .) given in indexrange 
for ncount l : indsize ( l ) 
fcount = 0 ; 
%Second loop - frequency 
for f = freq 
fcount = fcount+l ; 
%For each groove and each flat section between grooves , the 
transmission matrices Sll , Sl2 , S21 , and S22 are obtained 
% Variables being passed are the geometry of the section , the index , 
the number of modes to calculate and the frequency 
[GlUll GlU12 GlU21 GlU22] = OneGrooveMatrix (al , bl , zwidthl , 
hl , K, L, indexrange (ncount , l ), f ); 
[G2Ull G2Ul2 G2U21 G2U22] = OneGrooveMatrix(a2 , b2 , zwidth2 , 
h2 , K, L, indexrange (ncount , 2 ), f ); 
[Gapll Gap12 Gap21 Gap22] = FlatSectionMatrix ( zbetween , 
abetween , K, f ) ; 
%Combine these using the star product . 
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[Wll , W12 , W21 , W22] = starproduct (GlUll , GlU12 , GlU21 , G1U22 , 
Gapll , Gap12 , Gap21 , Gap22 ); 
[Finalll , Final12 , Final21 , Final22] = starproduct(Wll , W12 , 
W21 , W22 , G2Ull , G2Ul2 , G2U21 , G2U22 ); 
~ Output the transmission of the TEl mode . Other modes can also 
vbe specified if desired. 
Trans(fcount , ncount ) = abs (Final21 (1 , 1 )) . A2 ; 
end 
end 
Code 2: Grooved Section 
~oModematching functionalized program . 
%Designed to be called as function by some other program 
~ Inputs : Geometry of the groove , the fill , the indices , modes , and 
%frequency range 
~Output : The overall transmission matrix only . 
function [Ull , Ul2 , U21 , U22 ] = OneGrooveMatrix (a , b , zbig , h , K, L, 
index , f) 
*hO is the depth of the groove 
hO = b - a ; 
%for calculating mode patterns , we generate a series of points on the 
%y-axis 
ymode (0 : le - 6 : b ); 
yiter = size (ymode ); 
g. Constants 
epsilon= 8 . 854187817e - 12 ; 
mu = pi*4e- 7 ; 
clight = 1/sqrt (mu*epsilon ); 
%Information about the dielectric filling 
er = indexA2 ; %relative permittivity of the dielectric 
~ Calculation of frequency variables 
lambda = clight I f ; 
w 2*pi*f ; 
k = 2*pi/lambda ; 
~ Clear variables for this part 
clear BZ lowest BZtemp ByO Byd relation Ex i NORM 
%pre-allocation for memory issues , to make it all faster 
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BZtemp = zeros ( l , L); 
ByO = zeros ( l , L); 
Byd = zeros(l , L) ; 
relation= zeros ( l , L); 
NORM= zeros ( l , L); 
Ex= zeros(yiter (2 ), L); 
0Calculate the Beta values for this waveguide section 
~ Use separate function , Solver Bz 
BZ = SolverBz (L, w, b , h , er ); 
~ Solver Bz returns solutions out of order (the first is not the TEl) 
and so must be rearranged to put in mode order , 
1 Real solutions are in reverse order , so find highest real answers 
· and make it the TEl solution . Imaginary solutions are in order . 
if any (real (BZ ) ~=0 } 
lowest find (BZ == max (real( BZ ))); 
~by lowest I mean lowest order mode 
for i = l : lowest 
BZtemp (i ) = BZ (lowest+l - i ); 
end 
end 
BZ(l : lowest ) BZtemp ( l : lowest ); 
~ Now it ' s in mode order , get the By values 
for i = l : L 
ByO(i ) sqrt (( w~2 ) *mu*eps i lon-( BZ ( i ) ~2 )); 
Byd (i ) = sqrt (( w~2 ) *mu*eps i lon*er-( BZ (i) ~2 )); 
end 
~ Calculate the mode patterns . 
0start by calculating the relations between the two parts of the Ex 
%field pattern , essentially Ao/Ad (without er ) 
for i = l : L 
relation (i ) 
end 
sin (Byd (i) * (h )) /sin (ByO (i) * (b-h )); 
~ Get normalization factors . Calculated by setting the integral of the 
~ square (field * complex conjugate ) to equal 1 . 
for i = l : L 
NORM(i ) = sqrt (((h/2 ) - sin (2*Byd (i ) *h ) / (4*Byd (i )) + 
(relation ( i ) ~2 ) * ( b -h ) /2-
(relation ( i ) ~2 ) *sin ( 2*By0 ( i ) * ( b -h )) / ( 4*By0 ( i )) ) ~ - 1 ); 
end 
%So equations are 
% Exd NORM*sin (Byd*y ) 
~ ExO = NORM*relation*sin (ByO* (b-y )) 
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~ Electric field patterns 
0 This is just to look at , the integrals use the analytical expression 
f o r count= l : yiter (2 ) 
for mco = l : L 
if ymode (count ) >= b - h 
Ex (count , mco ) NORM (mco ) *sin (Byd (mco ) * (b - ymode(count))) ; 
else 
Ex (count , mco ) 
NORM(mco ) *relation (mco ) *s i n (ByO (mco ) *ymode (count )); 
end 
end 
end 
~ Begin calculation of the matrices 
~ Start with impedances Zl and Z2 
clear Zl Z2 M 
Zl zeros(K); 
Z2 zeros(L ); 
M zeros(L , K); 
clear fc 
for n = l : K 
moden= n ; 
Zl(n) 
end 
clear fc 
for m= l : L 
modem = m; 
w*mu I sqrt (( wA2 ) *mu*epsilon - (moden*pila) A2) ; 
Z2(m ) = w*mu I BZ (modem); 
end 
~ Loop to calculate the overlap integrals for all the modes 
if h <= hO 
~ this set is for the fill not coming up to the top of the groove , so 
only ExO matters 
for n = l : K 
moden n ; 
for m = l : L 
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modem m; 
%Do the over l ap integrals 
%Mode in smaller waveguide (normalized : ) , 
%n is mode in smaller waveguide ( l : K) 
%Ex= sqrt (2/a ) *sin (n*pi*y/a ) 
%Mode in larger waveguide (normalized ) 
%Ex0 = NORM*R*sin (ByO* (b - y) 
~Analytical solution 
%integrates from 0 to a 
%consider the case in which the groove is empty and the 
~ usual mode patterns can be used . 
if ByO (modem ) == moden*pi/a 
MO = NORM (modem ) * sqrt (2/a ) * (a/2 -
sin(2*By0(modem)*a ) / (4*By0 (modem) )); 
%as well as the filled case 
else 
MO = NORM (modem ) * 
sqrt(2/a)*relation(modem) * (sin (By0 (modem ) *a- moden*pi)/ (2*By0(modem)-
2*moden*pi/a ) -sin (By0 (modem) *a+moden*pi ) / (2*By0 (modem ) +2*moden*pi/a)) ; 
end 
M(m , n ) MO ; 
end 
end 
else 
oin this version , the fill comes up above the top , so need Exd and ExO 
ysep = b - h ; 
for n = l : K 
moden = n ; 
for m= l : L 
modem = m; 
%Do the overlap integrals 
%Mode in smaller waveguide (normalized :), 
%n is mode in smaller waveguide ( l : K) 
%Ex= sqrt (2/a ) *sin (n*pi*y/a ) 
%Mode in larger waveguide (normalized) 
%Ex0 NORM*R*sin (ByO* (b-y )) 
%Exd = NORM*sin (Byd*y ) 
%Integrates from 0 to ysep , the empty section (measured 
%from the top of the waveguide 
%include special case of empty groove 
if ByO (modem ) == moden*pi/a 
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MO = (ysep/2 -
sin(2 *By0 (modem ) *ysep ) / (4*By0 (modem ))) *NORM (modem)*sqrt(2/a ) *relation(m 
odem ) ; 
%and case that is filled with a dielectric 
else 
MO = (sin (By0 (modem) *ysep-
moden*pi*ysep/a ) / (2* (By0 (modem) -moden*pi/a ))-
sin(By0 (modem ) *ysep+moden*pi *ysep/a ) / (2* (By0 (modem ) +moden*pi/a)))*NORM( 
modem)*sqrt (2/a ) *relation (modem); 
end 
%integrates from ysep to a , the filled section 
if Byd (modem) == moden*pi/a 
Mdl = (sin (moden*pi*a/a ) A2 ) / (2*moden*pi/a ) -
(sin (moden*pi*ysep/a ) A2 ) / (2*moden*pi/a ); 
Md2 = (a/2 - s i n (2*moden*pi*a/a ) / (4*moden*pi/a )) - (ysep/ 2 -
sin(2*moden*pi*ysep/a ) / (4*moden*pi/a )); 
Md = NORM (modem ) *sqrt (2/a ) * (sin (Byd (modem ) *b ) *Mdl -
cos(Byd (modem ) *b ) *Md2 ); 
else 
Mdla = -l*cos (moden*pi*a/a -
Byd(modem ) *a ) / (2* (moden*pi/a-Byd (modem ) ))-
cos(moden*pi*a/a+Byd (modem ) *a ) / (2* (moden*pi/a+Byd (modem ) )) ; 
Mdlb = - l*cos (moden*pi*ysep/a-
Byd(modem ) *ys ep ) / (2* (moden*p i /a- Byd (modem )) )-
cos(moden*pi*ysep/a+Byd (modem ) *ysep ) / (2* (moden*pi/a+Byd (modem ) ) ) ; 
Mdl = Mdla- Mdlb ; 
Md2a = sin (Byd (modem ) *a- moden*pi*a/a ) / (2* (Byd (modem)-
moden*pi/a ))-
sin(moden*pi*a/a+Byd (modem) *a ) / (2* (moden*pi/a+Byd (modem ) )) ; 
Md2b = sin (Byd (modem ) *ysep-
moden*pi*ysep/a ) / (2* (B yd (modem) -mod e n *pi /a ) )-
sin(moden*pi*ysep/a+Byd (modem ) *ysep ) / (2* (moden*pi/a+Byd (modem ) )) ; 
Md2 = Md2a- Md2b ; 
Md = NORM (modem ) *sqr t (2/a ) * (s in( Byd (modem ) *b ) *Mdl -
cos(Byd (modem ) *b ) *Md 2 ) ; 
end 
M(m, n ) 
end 
end 
end 
' Impedance matrices 
clear Yl Y2 Yx 
Yl zeros (K, K); 
Y2 = zeros (L, L); 
Md + MO ; 
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for p = l:K 
Yl(p ,p) = 1/Zl(p) ; 
end 
for q = l : L 
Y2(q , q) = 1/Z2(q) ; 
end 
Combo matrix 
Yx M I *Y2*M ; 
Yy M*Yl*M '; 
IK eye(K , K) ; 
IL eye(L , L) ; 
~ scattering matrix coefficient definitions , from small to big waveguide 
%small to big designated as A 
Qbig to small designated as B 
SAll (Yx+Yl) \(Yl -Yx); 
SA12 
SA21 
SA22 
2*inv(Yl+Yx )*M' *Y2 ; 
M*(IK+SAll ); 
M*SA12-IL ; 
SBll 
SB12 
SB21 
SB22 
SA22 ; 
SA21 ; 
SA12 ; 
SAll ; 
~ Propagation matrix through the grooved section 
Tbigll zeros(L , L) ; 
Tbig22 zeros(L , L) ; 
Tbig12 zeros(L ,L); 
Tbig21 zeros(L , L) ; 
for m= l : L 
modem = m; 
Tbig12 (m, m) 
Tbig21 (m, m) 
end 
exp(li*BZ(modem) *zbig ); 
exp(li*BZ (modem ) *zbig); 
%Combine matrices for the groove as a whole 
clear Wll W12 W21 W22 
clear Vll V12 V21 V22 
clear Ull Ul2 U21 U22 
~ Start with the first junction 
Wll SAll ; 
W12 SA12 ; 
W21 SA21 ; 
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W22 SA22 ; 
~ combine with the transmission to the next junction 
[Wll , Wl2 , W21 , W22] = starproduct (Wll , Wl2 , W21 , W22 , Tbigll , Tbigl2 , 
Tbig21 , Tbig22) ; 
and then the second junction 
[Wll , Wl2 , W21 , W22] = starproduct (Wll , Wl2 , W21 , W22 , SBll , SB12 , 
SB21 , SB22) ; 
Export the final transmission matrix 
Ull Wll ; 
Ul2 Wl2 ; 
U21 W21 ; 
U22 W22 ; 
Code 3: Solutions for p z 
~Calculation of the solutions for the dielectric filled waveguide 
oSection 
function [Bzero] = SolverBz (L, w, b , h , er ) 
clear sol 
clear solcheck 
clear count 
clear Bzero 
epsilon= 8 . 854187817e - 12 ; 
mu = pi*4e - 7 ; 
%Define the function , Equation [3-65] 
Bz = @ (x) (sqrt ( (wA2 ) *mu*epsilon*er -
(x A2 ) )/mu)*cot (h*sqrt (( wA2 ) *mu*epsilon*er-
(x A2 )))+ (sqrt (( wA2 ) *mu *eps i lon- (xA2 )) /mu ) *cot (sqrt (( wA2 ) *mu*epsilon-
(xA2) ) * (b - h )); 
%Range of Bz values to be checked . 
~ These are used to set the limits for the fzero solver 
Bzrange = [O : l : leS le5 : 10 : 3e5] ; 
rangetotal = size (Bzrange ); 
count = 0 ; 
Bzero(l) = 0 ; 
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for i= 1 : rangetota1( 2 ) 
*Look between each set of possible points . If there ' s a sign 
~ change , look for a solution (else it will find points that are not 
~ solutions 
if Bz(Bzrange(i)) < 0 && Bz(Bzrange(i+1)) > 0 
sol= fzero(Bz , [Bzrange(i) Bzrange(i+l)]); 
%check that it ' s a true solution . Not an asymptote , and not a 
~ negative value (nonphysical ) 
solcheck = Bz(sol) ; 
if solcheck >= -100 && solcheck <= 100 && real(sol) >= 0 && 
imag(sol) >= 0 
if any(abs(Bzero-sol ) <= . 1 ) 
%do nothing , it ' s already on the list 
else 
count = count+l ; 
%% real solutions are found in reverse order , so solutions 
get added to the beginning of the list until all are real solutions 
have been found . Then the first L modes on the list are the lowest L 
modes and are returned to the calling function . %% 
if count > L 
for mit = 1: (L-1) 
Bzero(mit) = Bzero (mit+1) ; 
end 
Bzero(L) = sol ; 
else 
Bzero(count) = sol ; 
end 
end 
end 
end 
end 
~% once all the real values have been found , if we still need solutions 
for even higher-order modes , we can search for imaginary ones , using 
Bzrange*i as our test range . These solutions come up in the correct 
order so the first L-count are all that are needed . ~~ 
if count < L 
for i= l :rangetotal(2 ) 
~ Look for the change in sign , get solution 
if Bz(Bzrange(i)*j) >0 && Bz(Bzrange(i+l)*j) < 0 
sol= fzero(Bz, [Bzrange(i)*j Bzrange(i+l)*j]); 
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%check that it is a true solution 
solcheck = Bz(sol) ; 
if solcheck >= -100 && solcheck <= 100 && real(sol) >= 0 && 
imag(sol) >= 0 
if any(abs (Bzero-sol) <= . 1 ) 
%do nothing 
else 
end 
end 
count = count+1 ; 
Bzero(count ) = sol ; 
if count >= L ~ we only need L solutions 
break 
end 
end 
end 
end 
Code 4: Flat Section Between Grooves 
oCalculate the transmission matrix on the ungrooved waveguide sections 
function [T11 , T12 , T21 , T22] = FlatSectionMatrix (zbetween , abetween , 
K, f) 
epsilon = 8 . 854187817e-12 ; 
mu = pi*4e-7 ; 
clight = 1/sqrt (mu*epsilon ); 
k = 2*pi*f/clight ; 
T11 zeros (K, K); 
T22 zeros (K, K); 
T12 zeros(K , K); 
T21 zeros(K , K); 
for n = 1 : K 
moden = n ; 
end 
betan = sqrt (kA2 -(moden*pi/abetween ) A2 ); 
T12 (n , n ) exp (j *betan *zbetween ); 
T21 (n , n ) = exp ( j*betan*zbetween ); 
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Code 5: Star Product routine 
function [Ull , Ul2 , U21 , U22] 
Vl2 , V21 , V22 ) 
starproduct (Wll , Wl2 , W21 , W22 , Vll , 
Calculates the " star product " for mode-matching calculations 
[sizel size2] = size (Vll*W22 ); 
Il = eye (sizel , size2 ); 
Ull Wll + Wl2*inv (Il - Vll*W22 ) *Vll*W21 ; 
Ul2 Wl2*inv (Il - Vll*W22 ) *Vl2 ; 
U21 V2l*inv (Il-W22*Vll ) *W21 ; 
U22 V2l*inv (Il - W22*Vll ) *W22*Vl2+V22 ; 
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